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f(DULT EDUCATION

1. Saber,11uhyieddine,'"Al-Tahaddiyat Al-Ha,dariyyah Wa-Tailels2'
)A1=Kibarn., (Civilltation Challenges and Adult Education), Leigde.':

of,Afah.States,-ArabuOrganization'for Education, CultUreand 'Sciences,.
-Arab Agency for the gradication of Illiteracy and Adult Educatiti,
"Iim Teleem Al-Kibee, (TheScienbe of AduluVEOilcatiOn), 101. 1,

__:,,tai ;o, 1976, pp. 61-97.
.., , ';.. :, -L ,. . ,, - , .:.

s

< t 2Following az introduction on what is Mearkt'by adult. education and
the impact' of modern civilization on the changing:.relationships

,

between Man and natural resources and A).srithe-importhnce-of'dtudying
the 'embodied Contehts-Of this newcivilization, the writer-discussed

. contemporary ci!ilizatian,. showing its nature, haracteristics and
advantages.

c.t
\1He went_on to describe the attitude of developing countries vis-a -vis)

the race f civiiizStions,and-the attitude of education-towards
civilization challenges, showing the iMportance of perietUal education,
in cohfronting the qualitative changes befalling Sociallii*

Talking on'the educational challenges in developing' Communities the
writer brought out the qualitative and quantitative challengedan4
explained the relation existing'between eduction and the modern Tormula
of civilization.

,

Dealing with adult education and the challenges of,our ageG the *tier
reviewed the. stages through which adult education haspaised and the -',

challenges' which confront the social function of. dult education.

the writer went onto discuss' tlie'ability:Of absorbing the means.,.

and,postibilities'anherent inciv4lization and ,ithe need for creating
a unity of. the educatiCnal system .which would ,make adult .educationi

an education of a perpetual and continuing nature, giving an explanation
.

9f the Challenges, facing AdUlt-edUpation,jnthe Arab World eversince.
the-Islamic era. e

;. enges acing the Arab World include .the eliminatiolf..the,

- $
,

.

bhall 'I 4

problem of .illiteracy, the tact/ that the 'Arab World is possessed with
some peculiar phgnomenaeharaCteristic only of it and the feet that
adUlt iiducation is,,in Ost.,casesi'dependent.upon the. institutions.,-of systemattame4ucation.

, 40.,

J,

Concluding hirarticle, thiwriter dealt. with the problems faeing
idult,educationin Arab countries; laying special emphasis* on the fact
that students lack any-motive to study and)referring to the'shortagef ,

1
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in" specialized teachers and'aupervisors,
the shortage in school buildings and tie

A summary of the article is.given at its,

the problem of. financing,
problem of curricula.

end.

Financing - Arab Countries

2. Helmi, Shukri 'Abbas, 'Idarat Wa.Tamweel Te'leeM.A1-Eibar",
(Administratiod and Financing of Adu
States, Arab Organization for Educa
Agency for the Eradidation of Illit
TtOleem Al-Hibar", (The Science- of

1976,

1r

' Ethics. on),'League of Arab
ion, Cult re and Sciences,Arab,
racy and Education, ills
dult.Education), Vol. 1, Cairo,.

The writer began his article with n. explanation of the concept pf
adult education and how' thirs cone pt has its bearing on educational
policy-makers and planners.

1,

He went on to describe the - present condition of adult education
organization and administration in Arab countries, mentioning the
machineries and institutionst.whiich contribute to adult , education and
indicating the sound basis for idminlitration and organization and the
principles entailed.

Stressing the importance of studying adult education costs, the
',writer explained the methods of cost/analysis and cost classification
in adult education (i.e. comprehensive-analysis and detailed analytis
of costs , mentioning the sources from which adult education draws

of.

- its to cing and pointing toithe -ways of incrsabing such sources
and de eloping.nemones.

-

In conclusion, the writer mentioned how adult education costs may
be rationalized.

Reference books in Arabic and foreign languages consulted by the
author in the compilation o his material are the end of
.the

C
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,L1 Arab C trie6

3. El- Kauai, Abdul Axis, 14adkhal 1.141 heeltaliem.AlAiiei .

1

(An Intrecipetion to a Qualified Adult Eduaatien), Leagu0 of Arab
States,-Arab Organisation forEduoation,.0 l)ultUre and Sciences, Ara
Agenoy for the Eradication of Illiteracy and Adult Eauoation, "Ilm
Talleem A1=Kibar, Vol. '1", (TheSoienbo or AdUlt Eduoation,NO1:777,.
Cairo, 1976, pp. 11-18.

The writer started his-article wilhja review of the movements of
_.

adult, education in the virioUle:pirts of the World'and,the)bia;tory of,
this movement since the dawn of Islam,Ishowing its present hignifioance
in the Arab Worldand Egypt.

_-Describing thediffeirent forms taken bythisrinovement throughout
successive. eras and indicating ,the extent to which'adult eauoation

edn to rest on solid foundations, ,_the writer said that,04thation of
alts see to take into consideration the sex.andpiychoiogioal

° condition students.

n, he-discussed the aims of perpetual, edUcation'and theIn-aonclusi
target* 3
'theimioo
ano0.ts v

/

light ft'9m the fundamentalizatioh of adult education, showing
nee of this type 'of education: in a world of rapid changes
1 value to man's comfort and welfare.

4. 'Afifi, Mohamed El-Hadi,, "Marhoum Tat1444-Kibae,'(The Concept
of Adult Education), of Arab States, Arab Organisation for

im
Education, Culture and Sciences, ,Arab Agenc tor, the Eradication of

'Illiteracy 450 Adult Education, "Ilm Tijle AliElbar"; (The Science

of Adult Eableation), VOL- 1, Cairo, 1976, Op. .19-49.

The writer began his article with a talk on the repOoniibility of

adultsin-the society and their role in brthSing up 'youngsters..

Following a'coMmentary on the place of adults in the society and

their rolein bringing about the country's economi4 development and

in formulating the iociety'a philosophy, the writer explained ihe

strategy of education both of youngstemand.adUlts and showed'hiow

conpepts gradually developed. .

r

The writer went on to review the factOra which gave rise to the concept

of adult education and which influenced the development of its 'strategy,

3
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He then explained the eclOriphenSiVe eoneept of adult iduaatien.within

AND framiworig, of the concept of perpetual edueation which oonetltutes

the bait, ortlie whole eondept of addit education. Jle fined as,

well the major, tends outgrowing:fro& the ooeiprehe oept of ,'...

education. .

eluding his, article, the writer Listed Arabic and foreign books

oh he consultid. in the preparation of his study. '

a

5.. 'Ebeid, Ahmed Hasean, "Teleeko Al-Kibar USur", (Adult
Education Through Ages), Leagueef Arab States, Arab Orfan4nation .

for.Edueation, culture and SOences,.Arab Agency for the. Eradication

of /illiteracy and. Adult Education, '"Ilm Teleem AllKitiar", (The

Soienoe ofi Adult Education), Vol. 1, Cairo,..1976;spp. .454.
I

'OW

Ir.-- . ` ,

In a prellminary-inAmodUctiCn to His article,' the writer explained

'how man ie,affectedjiy anal. a feats in ,othet people and how

the reasons for which this fe t is not taken into,eonsideratiOn
krelates to the transmission t. knowledge to other people...He e ined

. adult education. :

7,,/

-

I s

The writer * ono:to;give ahlitorical background. of adult education

.
in the .United /hates, England and the.Pepular Republic of China, \
showing that Islam and:certain Islamic soholats had explosive effect,

in orating a desire for Iiiarning and ,for spreading knowledge.

, .

Ifollowing a historical review:of adUlt education /in Egypt everainoe

its independence in 1922, the writer indicated the extent of interest

1 shown by the Ministry of EduCation in eradicating illiteracyand in

' educating illiterate labourerweversince'that date and the subsequent

role 48 used by the Ministry of Social Affairs since 1943, as a

cons
racy

of which Law No. 110 of 1 44 Was enacted to,regulate

.11 racy campaigns and.' read popular cUlture.. The highlights of this

Law were.given-Wths*J4er:who. add that as fro& 1946,7 the task of

adult education,paseedto the :Ministry of Education. EtAesoribed the

role played by the latter Ministry in this respect up to our prisentT.

day.

Concluding his article, the.writermade his own comments and conclusions,

derived from tbebistorical review Of this subject, listing theybOOks

and reference'cOnnuIted by him.

r.



0.' League ofArab State', Am0:-011gemization for'Education, Culture
and Soiendes, Arab Agency fort cation of Illiteracy and Adult
Education,' " Te,' leem'Al-Ki r, ,Vol 1", (The Solenoe of Adult
Education,-107117CairO, 1 35& pages.

Following an introduction. in which the document, defined adult education
and pointed td its significance to e8oiety, a set of -articles on .(e',

adult education were published*.

''here articles dealt with-the folloWing gubjectei postPoneMent'of adult
education; the concept orAdult education; the culturalchallenges

,facing adult education; adult OucationAproughout ages; the paychologleal
bases for adult% education; programmes of adult and the principles
of theii formulation; 'methods and styles of'adult education; preparation
and training or'personnel engaged in the field 'of, adult education and
administration and financing of odUit eduoatiorja1 programmes.

In the Sultanate.Of Oman

7. ,Ohanem Salem, ".Teleem Al-Kibar UsayerAl-Teleem Al-'Aamm
(Aduit Edupation(is Concomitant With 04neral.Education

in.the:'Sultanate), "Nanwaltrbiyatin Afdal", (Towards a Setter Education),
(Oman), 1st year, Issue No. (February 1976), pp. 21-23.

Oiiing an acoountQ of the efforts exerted by the'Minietry.of Eduoation
in educating adults and describing the achievements accomplished'in
this field, the writer explained that tWo.concoMitant systems of education
are-established in Oman, a systematic and.a liberal system.

To demonstrate the success of blyth systems, the writer reproduced two
tal4es:Lone.showing the efforts msde ih-fighting.illiteracy during the,
echolciafrdyears 1973/74 - 1975/76 and the other Showing the progress
Made in home studies from the. fifth year primary to the,seCcindary
Stage.

* A sepatate review is made:of each article:

1



Instructor" in Arab CCianfrfes
.

.8.. Haggai, Abdul Pattah Ahmed,. "VW Al-qtamileen fi
Al-Mbar", (Trainir4 of Persannel'Engaged'in Adult EdUea.tign4J.;eague

of Aral? States, Arab Organization for Education) Culture-0.nd Scieneet,

'4rab Agency for'the Eradication of Illiteracy aneAdult:Eddeation,_
"Tizqeem AI-Kibar, Vol., 1P, (AdUlt Education, Vol. 14 Cairo, 1976,

pp. f71-310:

' In thetourse pf.explaii?lng the reasOrill and justifications for' the

training and preparatok of those engaged in adult education; the' writer.

4eaWtr4th thercept. :of adult education and-thtS dOvelopments it had

undergone and C mmented on "p:nowledi explosion"-and.itivimpltoations,
as regards adult'education. He 'panted to the steely' inclination

towards-aPeoialization, the'Modest positions held by tlloseengaged-

in.adult:educatiOn, the na4 outlook to the importance IR those

engaged in this field and the impact of the adiilts' educatlional needs

on determining the chimiteristics required in instruetors.

The writer went on 'td 'review the categories of those engaged in
!Idult education showing the procedure- for their-selectioni

<

Conoluaing his article, he described the patteiins:of training,programmes

and the role of-teacher training colleges-and other educational

'institutions in tIts.process.'

Programmes in .Arab Countries

9.. ..A1.4allani,. AhMed Hussein, "BaramiJ Teleem.A1-Kibar Wa-Usaus'
I'daduha ", (Programmes of Adult-Edudation,and the,Basea.for their

Preparation), League of, Arab. States,Arab-Organization'for EaUeation,
Cultore and Sciences, Arab Agency for the Eradicatibn of Illiteracy

and'AdultEclUeation!i!Ilm Vol. 1", (The Science of

Adult *Cation, Vol!; 14' Cairo, JOV;, Pp. ga-209.

At the beginning of his article, the writer underlined the iMportancet -

of adult ,education and defined the. terms used in the article, explaining

each term and indicating'the interrelationships between'the4e.termri.

-,

-;7

After indicating the types of programmes applied in adult education;

he explained the factors which influence the formukatiOn_f each

programme, disousaing44thisrespect the: upact of the society as
generator,'of:the educational7;drives, the public-asrecepient orthe
programMeaoffered and the institution.as"propagar of these 'programmes.

4 .
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The writer went on to discuss know adult' educational programmes are
formulited and impleMented. In this connection, he emphasized the need
for limiting the number of students and giving due regard to their
.payohological and social characteristics. He further emphasized the
need for defining targets, deterMining educational cOntenta, defining
mean's and methods, Specifying the requirements for organization and
implementation and, lastly, explaining the procedure Tor organization,

'follow-up and evaluation.

Teaching !Methods - Arab Countries

10: El-Laqani, Ahmed'Hussein, "Turuci Wa-Ataleeb Taileem Al-Kibar",
(Means and Methods of Teaching Adults), League of Arab States,
Arab Organization for EduCation, Culture and Sciencei, Arab Agency for
the Eradication of Illiteracy and Adult Education, "Ilm Ta'leem
Al-Kibar", (The Science of Adult Education), Vol. 1, Cairo, 1976,

cPP. 211-270.

Having indicated at, the beginning of his article the iMportanee'Of
distinguishing means of methods utilized in adult education from
those utilized in teaching youngsters, the writer explained the
reasons for the differences,in these methods and reviewed the aims,
contents and methods of education being-the basic elements in the
provision of any education situation.

Reviewing the means and methods utilized'in teaching adults, the writer
dealt with the lecturing method giving' the conditions to t?e fulfilled
in it, the symposium method and the procedures for utilizing this
method in'adult education, the method of discussion and its patterns,
the method of interviewing and the factures which insure its success,
the method of correspondence and the role of the teacher in it, the
method,of programmed education with an indication of its basics, an4:.
the methods of acting, case study, analysis of the educational material
and gradual training.

In concluding his article, the writer dealt with methods of adult
education, concentrating on movies, sound recordings, demonstrative
scenes, radio and television. ,

A bibliographical list is given at the end of the article.

7
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AIMS OF STUDYING IN ARAB COUNTRIES'
T

11. Khuzei, Mu'awiyah, "Oder Al-Dare, (Aims of Studies), "thaws
Terbiyatin Afdal ", (Towards a Better Education), Oman, let year,
Issue No 3, (February 1976), 140 35-43

The writer began his article wl.th an indication of the importance of
defining targets in the educational activities, drawing a distinction
between the targets which the society fOrmUlates and which are binding
on the.memberw of theaociety'and the-targets laid by the individual
for hiS own pUrpoies4 .

. -
-He then indicated that it is advantageous for the teacher to have the .

educational targets defined, whether iii.the process of planning for
educational activities and applications or'in the procemb of implementa-
tion and evaluation.

After defining educational targets, the writer reviewed samples of
targets as laid by teachers for their lessons, showing-to what extent
they are ambiguous in their formulation.

He went on to explain how specified behavioural aims are laid, discussing
the three level4 of educational targets, namely;' general targets,
transitory. targets and special targets. He defined the meaning.of
each one of their targets, shOwing how they interrelate and specifying
and identifying the contents of the ultimate aims of the entire
educational process, being: knowledge, assimilation, application;
analysis, construction, trends, motor skills and; lastly, habits.

ARABIC LANGUAGE

In Arab Countries

12. A1- As'ad, "Umar, "Lughat A1,-Th'leem", (The Language of Education);
"Al-Tawtheeq Al-Thrbawi", (Educational Documentation), Saudi Arabia,
Issue No. 12, (October 1976), pp. 18-20.

The writer began his article with a talk on the Aldo language as
a language of teaching and learning in all stages of education in
Arab countries, referring in this respect to the duality represented
in the use of the colloquial language ln teaching in the'primary stage
in addition to the use of the classical language while memorizing
text books. -



The writer went on to explain the-causes 6f the language problem,

devising some solutions fox it. Here, he dealt with the need for

educating the teacher himself, the preparation of lessons before the

period. starts, addressing pupils in classes in the classical langUage,

developing the reading-habit among pupils and following up reading"

interests of pupil'. In this connection, the, writer emphasized the .

role. of the teacher.
\

13. Ahmed, Mohamed Abdul Kader, "Azmat Al-Lughah Al...'Arabiyyah

fil-Bilad Al-lArabiyyah", (Crisis of the Arabic Language in Arab

Countries), :-Al-AhraM" newspaper, 102nd year, Issue NO.' 32846,

(November 14, 1976),-p 3.

After pointing out the relation between pupils' weaknesiin Arabic,

and the academic and profassional qualification of the teacher of

this langUage, the writer showed how the thorough training of Arabic

langUage teachers constitutes an asset to the Fatherland, safeguards

Arabic heritage and transforms the currently weak curriculum into a

strong .01-11e.' +c,

;

The writer went on review the sdurceit of training Arable teachers

on teaohing the language in the various stases of education (i.e.

primary, preparatory and secondary) and described the methods which

insure a proper training of Arabic language teachers.

Here, he concentrated upon institutions which train Arabia teachers

for the preparatory and secondary stages, emphaiizing the -.need fora

re-consideration of the curricula used in Arabic language teacher

training colleges and institutesforthe introduction of practical

training, for the establithment of experimental schools which would

be attached to men and women-teacher training institutes, for keeptag

up contacts between educational faculties and institutes and their

graduates who are active in tfie fit:Ad/and for providing on-job training

for teackere.

ARABIC LANGUAGE CURRICULA

In Democratic Yemen

14. Ahmed, Abdu Hussein, 'DirasahMuoranah fi Manahij Al-Lughah
Al-TArablyyah'', (A Comparative Study in the Curricula of Arabic

Language), by Abdu Hussein Ahmed, and AbdulAhhab Abdul Bari,, "Al-

Tarbiyah Al-Jadidah" magazine, (New Education), Yemen, 2nd year,

Issue No. 4, iMarch 1976), pp. 68-78.



Following an introduction on curricula, with speoiallreforence to
the.cdrrioula of Arabic, language, the-writers despribed how these 0

curricula should be worked out.

They went onto draw a comparison between the various blanches of

Arabic in the old curricula andl.n.--the modern ones, dealing in thle-i

respeablidth grammar, expression, 1Neding books,. poetry and literary

testa which are taught in the secondary stage of education, pointinV

-to the shortcomings of the old curriculum and the advantages of tiA

modern one.

a

ART EDUCATION

In Democratic Yemen

(1'15.° Al-Jcfri, Farouk, "Al-Ittijahat Al-Jadidah fi Maddat Al-Ttrbiyah

Al-Fanniyyah, (Modern Trends in the Subject of Art Education),

"Al-Tarbiyah Al-jadidah% (New Education), DemocraticYemen, 2nd year,

Issue No. 4, (March 1976), pp.035-44.

After pointing out the importance of art education from a social point

of. view, its significance in establishing a link with other school

subjects and its advantages to pupils,the writer summed up the aims

sought by art education in public scheols in four pOintS namely,

educatiohal, artistics, cultural, and informative aims.

The writer elaborated on art as viewed by philosopher's and educators

and explained the function of the art education teacher.giving. a set

of recommendation Whichteachers of art should adopt and apply in

formulating their syllabi,'in introducing their art material to pupils

and in guiding these pupils. Examplesibf artistic expression. topics

were. Cited by the'writer. ,

Commenting on the socialist ideology and haw. to PivPdgate it through

art education, the writer explained the prpes of socialist conduct and

showed how socialist values could be abdorbedthrough:teaching.
0

Dealing with the attributes of a,good teacher, the Writer touched upon'

the skills, trends, experiences and information a good teacher,should

possess..

Other matters dealt with in the article include the relation between

art education on the one hand and production and :the environment on

the other, the manner in which cenduct.cOuld be .changed and the creation

10



Pf new trends. Art expression, he said, is a means for asserting*
socialism.

Concluding hie articletherwriter, dealt with the value of education
in public life.c

In Jordan.,

16.. Said, MohamdeAhmed,ii "Al-Tarbiyah Al-Fanniyyah Miraatun 'Aakisatun
Li-Tabi'at Al-Atfal", (AA Education is,,a Mirror Reflecting Children's
Nature), "Al-Tarbiyah", (dudation),'Qatar, Issue No. 16, (JUlY 1976),
pp. 42-43.

,

At the beginning. of hiA article, the writarreviewedthe modeig.
educational,phenomenon-known as lieducatiorilthropgh playe.showedi
how this PheriOmenon relates to art education, indicating its sigilifidan
in helping children express themselves.

%.

C3

According to the'writer, art education is considered a mirypr
Which reflects the psychology and nature of:ehildren and. which
constitutes a factual, record or theft lives.. He showed how dhildre
,resort to substitutes when their school deprives.,tbem of art educa 1 n-
and other identical activities. j'.

1,4

The writer went on to, review the topics of art education, showing
how they. are selected for the.differentstages in :JOrdanian schools
and emphasizing the importance of selecting subjects which,correspond
to the environment and serve the required purposes. .

He then dealt with the raw material needed for art education, shoWing
how they are selected and the mariner in which they are manipulated. He
also indicated the various sources from which such material is -

obtained.

Concluding his article, the writer dalt (pith the natural resources of
Jordan, the school's budget, and par.nts' councils an4teachers.



,AUDfb-V/SUAL AIDS IN. B COUNTRIES.

17. 'Ali, Sirr41-khatM 'Othman,.°Adwaa,'alit, 6tikhdam Al- Wasayil

Al-Ta'leemiyyah.fi Tadrees Al-Tareekh% '(Casts Ilghi on the
Utilization of Edticational:Atds in the Teaching o Story), "Al,.

Tawtheeq,Ala-Tarbawi", ( Educational Documentation), Sa di Arabia;

Issue No./11, Opril 1976), pp.. 8-19:.

Following an introduction.Onthe aim of his study and its si ficance,

the "writer defined audio-visual and educational ,aids saying h7
fall intoaudio'aids and visual aids.

`Ni

He went on to de ribe the educational role maps,.pictures, drawl

films, teleVisio , videotapes, plays, models,sChool museums and
radio,shoWing,how they may be employed in the teaching of history.

Recorded tapes, he..added, are most significant in.th teaching of

history as compared to radio broadcasts, because-the.listener could

stop tile tape at will and discuss the progrimme recorded on it,

unrestricted by any specified programme Or limite& time.

The writer showed how schdols could produCe recorded tapes for'the

benefit of4upils.

..,. ,

Concluding :his article, the writer commented on the view that educational

aids ,fldnimize.the role of the teacher in the educatiOnal process,

EnC01.ng that thaws are sup ementary to the teacher's role in

school. : =

..-
A bibliographical4ist of Arabic and foreign books consulted bythe,

author is given ef.the end; of thecarticle.

TOY SCOUTS IN QATAR

18.' Muslim, 'Eid Naguib,' "A1.4,Harakah Ai-KashfiyyihWA-Dawruha

fi 'Idad Al-Mut/a-tin Al-Saleh", (The Boy Scout MoveMent and its Role

in the Making of a Good Citizen), "Al-Tarbiyah", (Education), Issue

No. 16, (July 19fr6),- pp. 38-39

After reviewing the-aims of the boy. scouts movement in'Qatar, the writer

described the characteristics of a boy scout as specified in the

Scouting Law, explaining the meaning of the' oath which boy scouts

reiterate wherever they go.

9
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HaVing related the history of the, boy scout movement with apec041
reference to its, role in Qatar, the Writer reviewed the efforts

' exerted in this respect by:tfie'Qatgri, Ministry of Education, the
Administrition of-Youth welfare and the Eby Scout Society.

The writer described some,of'the actiVities'undertaken by the. Boy
Society both on an Arab and international leVel saying that the

scouting movement is in,itself'anextra-currioular activity aimed at
'sleeping abreast With tjie progress of civilization: and teohnology.

'CARE PORE TALENTED IN ARAB COUNTRIES

19c "Conference on Prov rig-Are for Talented Stqdents.H04 in 1

Baghdid between March 24 and 27, .,1975", '"Al-Tawtheeti Al-Tarbawi";
(Educational Dpumentation)4, Iraqi' 4th year, Issue moo. 15, (1976)0
Pp. 11-18:. : ;.:cg:

'

,::At the Conference on Providing Care for Talented Students, attended i/:
by experts from .a variety of organizations and some Arab and international
organizations, papers and studies werespresented.

These papers dealt with the definition"oftale t the varioua,as ate:
of talent, the criteria for discovering talent piO1.18, the ma in
which talented pupils are-detected and the car whiCh should.be
extended to them over, and above the educational and psycholOg
reqUirements for such care.

, '-

The conference stressed the importance of discovAng ents at an
early stage, indicating\the.role of the family,-the so ol'in4 other
organs'of the society in this matter. The Conference inted to the
'role of popular organizations in caring for the to nted and directing
their activities.

A set of recommendations were adopted at the ;se of theconference!,
Th ese recommendations dealt with the diffe methods utilized in
detecting talented $upils, the manner in ch talents may be developed
and employed ih the country's social 804 economic development, the
need for providing talented pupils with{ an overall oars covering all
aspects of their personality, the:1741,'-of the Ministry of Education
in discovering talents in sOhoole4the enrichment of the curricula
and the need for directing more/attention to extra-currioular activities
and science clUbs.

13



A:recommendation called for the creation ih Iraq of a Department for
SpecialEducation similar. to other Arab countries,

; .

In JOrdan °

20. El=Hindawi, Zawgan, . " I{hut, t "Ala Tareeq Tawheed AlMahahij
Wal-Kutub Al-Madrasiyyah bayns. Al-QUtrain Al-Shaqiciain Al-Urduni
WaltBut',(Steps on-the Road of Unifying Cutrieula and Text Books
between the Jordanian and'Syrian Siiter Countries), "Rinalgt
(Teacher's MisSion), Jordan, .19th yearilIssUe No..1,-(Jatuary-MarCh
-1876), pp. q6-8.

This is-,the text of a speeclvdeliverediby,the Ministet of gdueation
of Jordan-at-tlp first joint meeting betweeh Jordan' and Syria held"

Amman betiletn January 24 and 29,. 1976 with the aim of unifying
curricula..

Following a word of welc
emphasized the importan
-reviewed the accomplishm
text books made `in the
27,' 1975.

e to the Syrian delegation, the Minister
e et: unity between Jordan_ and Syria and
ts'in the field of unifying curricula and
aseus meeting held between November 19 and

'Talking on the accomplishments expeCted tobe Made inthe 1976 meeting,
the Minister said that the studieS.beguhin the Damasoul meeting
regardin4 curricula of the primary stage should be completed. Committees'
entrusted with the formulation of curricula for the preparatory and
!secondary stages should also complete their work, while the committee .
assigned to prepare text books should begin to. function. ;-,

Concluding his speech, the Minister 'Said we are determined to go
ahead with our plans and, eventually, to complete our *ork in connection
with all other classesAdstages.

1. El-Khawaldah, Mohamed, "Marahill Wa-Injazat 'ala Tareeq Tawheed
A1-Manahij WaI-Kutub Al-Madrasiyyah7, (Steps and Accomplishments-on
the Road of Unifying Curricula and Text Books), "RinalatAl-Mu'allie
(Teacher's MissiOn), 19th year, Issue-No. 1, (January-Match 1976),
pp. 9-11.

/

)
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After reviewing the accomplish enis of, tbe Jordanian!Syrian Higher

Committee comprising SirrIeWand Jordanian senior off ials which net

in :Adman between July ,28 and 30, 1975 and in DamascuS between October

25Ya0d- 27, 1975, the writer quoted the resolution adopted by the
Ooniiittee following its Second meeting in Damasdus whieh dealt with the

unification of curricula and text books.

'The,writer wentl*to reviewtheaccomplishments made pursuant to this

resolution, the steps taken by,the Joint Committee and the'progress

achieved during the meeting \of the Jordanian and Syrian delegations

in the field ofdeveloping the educational process in both 'countries
an&the'realization of an overall culAltal and intellectual unity

190Wben: them.-
,

.
ReViering the activities of the orniap delegation will.ch visite

Damascustetween October 25, and 2 , k975, the, writk said these .

activities dealt with approving the new curricula and school, subjects

devised.for'the prTMary stage constituting a.joint technical .

committee forediting text books 'fur the primarir_stage, resuming

meetings by, responsible officials, approving,a unified syllabus for
:,.technical education, organizing joint panels for discussing the'means

of developing the educational process and continuing the exchange of

educational visits.

CULA -DEVELOPMENT

In Arab Countries

22. Symposium on the Planning, Administration and D elopment of.

Curricula in Arab Countries, Beirut, November 25-29 1974, "A1-Thwtheeq

Al-Tarbawi" bulletin, (Educational Documentation), rag, 4th year,

Issue No. 15, (1976), pp. 45-56: ,

The aims of this Symposium, as set forth in this Document, are the

.formulation'Of a visualized design for tile future of the'cUrricula

development machinery in Arab countries, the determination of the-

studies which are needed in the Arab region being a prerequisite

for iftveloping curricula both on a country level and on a pan-Arab

level, the determination. of the type ofspecia,lists needed fur curricula

development and the manner in which they are trained And thesic
features to be provided in them and, lastly, the, manner of realizing'

Arab and international:cooperation in curricula development.
11)



e Document,contained a review of the present condition of Curricula

p nhing, administration and!development in Arab pountrieS as revealed

by the pre-Symposium-questiqpnaire answered'bythe various countries.

Likewise, the Document reviewed the Symposium's Committees, 1ports,
.being vle Committee on, 'Development of CurriculkMachinery, the
COmmittie for the Preps. ion and Training of the Specialists required
to develop curricula and the Joint Arab-International Committee for the

Development of'Curricu

The Symposium's recommendations are reproduced in this,DoeuM
-11filey-deal with 'the development of curricula and the procedures for, the
preparation and idplementation of curricula, the role of the teacher
and text book-,.the - development bt examination systems, the'training
of curricula development specialists, school libraries, laboatories,_.
educational facilities and school buildings. .

Recommendations also deal wit, the role played by regional and
international organizations in promoting curricula development planning
procedures in' Arab countries.

In Kuwait

23."Sarhan,.$1-Dimirdash "Markaz.Buhuth Al-Manahij-
Wa-Risalatuhu% (The Centre for Studying Curricula,and its Mission),
"Dirasat TarbaWiinjahf:, (Educational Studies), xuwetit issue No. 9,

(February 1916),pp.
4

,The writer. .began,his article 'with a explanation of the new concept
curricula,, saying that curricula differs from the syllabi and emphasizing

the need to keep .pace with the academic and educational developmenpi

adding that'it is a vital necesSitr to.establish specialized centres
for studying aurriculain order to ensure that curricula serVeAll.

their purposes,

Inthis connection, the writer explained the functiOns.--of the teacher,
the educational methods,and facili s, the school activities, the.

methods of evaluation, the examinatio , plans, school: day and thit

accompaishments'in any school day.

6

Reviewing KuWait's'experiment in establishing a centre for studying

curricula, the writer. deseribed its functions and duties in developing
the curricula And showed the targets and trends materialized by the ,centre.,.



The writer went on te-deseribe how text looks are iirepared to suit both
the pupil and the teacher saying that the Kuwaiti centre is experimenting,
on all,methods-and means and is,adapting them in t1 light of the
results.

A review is also made of the centre's efforts in training teachers and
inspectors before any.sUch experiment is made universal, giving due
consideration to correct any deficiency when large scale application is
made.

Concluding his article, the writer emphasized-the heed for a
.continuous process oftlevelopMent, thus enabling the centre to-perPorm.

iits mission in a proper manner.

or

DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN ABAB.COUNTRIES

24. "Final Report on the, Panel Dealing with Educational Renovation
in Arab Countries ", Beirut, September 1974, "Al-Tawtheeq Al-Tarbawl",
(Educational Documentation), Iraq, 4th year, Issue No: '15, (1976), .

PP. 33-44. I

Held in collaboration with the Lebanese:Committee for the UNESCO,
.

,

the ;,UNESCO's Regional Office for.:EdUcat&*12-.10 Arab Countries and
the'Centre for Research and DevelOpthent, this Panel aimed at studying
educational conditions and adopting.recommendations for.the develbpment
of education in Arab countries in the light of the rep0t by the
international Committee Or Educational Development.

The Panel's report is divided into two parts.

The first part is a general account of the _aims and organization of
the Panel and the general trends prevailing therein.

-t .

Part 2 comprises the rePOrts prepared by the Panel's three Committees
namely, the Committee on, EducatiOnand the'Educated:SOciety,
the Committee on ithe"QUalitative RanOation:OfEdutation and the
COmmitt'ee on the,:Tools for Education Renovation: lach.Committee
AdOpted a set of recommendatio c'on.A1Stent with its" realm.

In -the case of the first Commi tee, its recommendations dealt with
the meaning and aims of per to l(edudation, Arab heritage and the-
need for recpnoiling the of h thehew as a prerequisite for the
creation of an educated soci . They also dealt with the general
supervision over perpetual edu.ation, the necessary legislations in

17
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'. , , , .
this cenneetivn and tha:suggeStediSachineries reapOnsible fur assuming
the task of perpetual. idUsstioh:: . -

Priorities of action' .were eStOlished in:theis reeommendakions:Which.
also dealt with' the sion of hUman.and financial reeoaroes and the
eatabliihment of Pant cooper4tion between Arab co ntries in.the field
of perpetual education. '. : , 2 op

/ .: - .

Th secand COMmittee's recommendations cer4ered around the Arab tan
who education id-Sought and the manner in which edueaturs may be
trai tcyperform the educational proCeds. They Also dealt with the
&wel eht of curricula in such a manner as to linkedUcation,tothe
prevai ins conditions of the-Gab society and ,called for intensifiCation
of Are .Ac,int efforts to.proyidethe tools neCessary.for a modern
teaching ,and learning process.

Recommendations adopted by%the third Committee on the Tools for
.Educational Renovation degt with linking renovation to education

f cstional Ieisislations and for the adoption of
problems. They stressed he need for modernizing. ublic adminiStratien,
financial systems and e
modern technologies,. laying emphasis on planning and the creation Of
sound machineries for centres of educational:researeh!and documentation.

DROPOUTS IN BAHRAIN

Saleh, "Al-Tasarrub fil-Marhalah
(Dropouts in the Compulsory Stage), !'Al-Majallah Al,Tarbewilryah",
(The BdUcatienalMagasine),' 5th year, issue No. 10, (January 1976);Ali
pp. 12-13.

FolloWing'amattempt tOdef*pgAhe-Concept of dropOUts as a social
aiproblem, the writer indicated that.thid,problemsyesults n wasting" a

sseable4reportion of state revenues: )

Causes of the problem of dropouts are divided by the writer ihto
causes,:cUltural cause's and causes connected with the school

and the teacher.

Having thoroughly studied the various causes of this problem, the-writer
devised effective and radieaWolutions for it, some of which are the

responsibilit3eof the society, the'state And the parents and Some are.,

.connected with the school and the teacher and the latter's ability
un6rstand his duty, to believe in his mission and profession and to
perform his workin anapprOpriate manner.

18
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Tha writei's suggestions called for linking curricula to the environment
and life and Avoiding any unnecessary subjects, providing school buildings
and ensuring adeqUate room foe-extra-curricular activities, attracting
pupils to'fake part therein.. ( :

ECONOMICS :OF EDUCATION I4 KUWAIT

26. The Stateof Kuwait, Ministry of Educatior4 Al-Taqeemi
Li-Wizarat Al-Tarbiyah; plrasah Tahliliyyah Lii-lAamm Al-Mali 1974/1975",
.,(Educational'EiPenditure of the Ministry of'EduCationAn Analytical
Study for the Fiscal-Year'1774/75),1Kuwait, 1976..94 pages.

This docuMentis,a report on the financial expenditures an education
in the.Stafe of Kuwait.

FollUwing an introduction on the function of the COst.DiyiSion newly,
created within the Financial Administration of Kuwait's Ministry of
Education and a talk on the impOrtanee of' modernizing educational

,.administration it' Kuwait, an indication is given of thee ignifioance
and aims of this report and a review is made. of the history Of education
in KuwaAt.'

The text of the report &Us into six chapters.

-Chapter 1 deals with educational' expenditure and shows the sources
from which education in Kuwait 16 financed. It lists the bodies which,
aside from the Ministi"y of Edulcation, participate it such financing.
A general review of the gross expenditure on education in Kuwait iS(.
made,

Chapter :,2-Apresents a ,review of educational expenditure according
to its nature, classifying it into capital ePendiftUre suctras
investment in schoOlbwildihgs, recurring expenditUre such as salaries
and wages and cost per job and,per hour of work.

The third chapter tabulates educational expenditure according to
purposp'such as administrative and educational purposes services' and
other expenses. like scholarships, eradication of illiteracy and libraries.

Chapter 4 divides educational expenditure according to stage. and type
of eduCati6n with a comparison between costs by stage in 'Kuwait and
in other countries.

19
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The, fifth-chapter is.devoted,tc6aa indication of the coat per pupil,

.

glying.theAOtal'ooats. ente.4440t also compares reele,T1ng*Ots,per
pupil in Kuwait withthecoorreipooding'costa in other octunt4t*,

.. .

Thesixth;and.latit chapter indicates the return On educational
. .

exPeilditidA in Kuwait and shows how costa relate to production.
. 1i..

A number of statistical. tables and charts are appendp0o,demonstrate
the material contql.ined in the report.

,EDJCATION

In Arab Countries

_ _ _
,

27. Farhan, Ishaq, "NanWaistratijiyyah
fi Mujtama'ina Al.!Ayabi fil-'Iqdain Al-Qadimain fi 'tar Al-Taaawwur;
Al-Islami", (ToWarda-an Educational Strategy for our Arab Society in
the Two Forthcoming Decades within the FrameWorkef en Islamic
Visualization), "Risalat AI-Mu'allim" (Teacher' S Mission), Jordan,
19th year, Issue. 11N :77(11nuary-Massen 1976), PP. 14-20;

The writer began his article saying that any educational strategy
should take into consideration three dimensions, namely: 1) that

education is arOmpOrtAnt dynamic process in building up individuals
and ensuring aomMUnal'progress; 2) that the Twentieth Century is
characterized with certain features such as "knowledge explosion", :-

scientific andt,echnOlogical progress and proximity of. times,piades
r and nationsand 3) #lateer Arab societies are living under.pertain

facts of life politically, militarily, 0.0tUra11Y, ecenomioally, and
aocially. .;, :

;.,.

Ille'WriterWent-on to review the characteristics of the desired,education

in.the light the foregoing,three dimensions as to genuineness,
renovation,comprehensiveness, all-inclusivenoas, continuity, flexibility .
generality and specialization, morality and honesty.

Concluding his article, the writer described the method by whiCh
this strategy could be realized in Arab and Islamic countries "Within

the framework -of an Islamic visUalizationn this respect, he

mentioned the role which official institutions responsible for education,
religious endowments, Islamic affairs,, social affairs and the

press and information media should play to bring about this strategy.

Ak
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28. "sport of the ComMittee on the Strategy of Education in Arab
Countries", "Al.qmwtheeeA1-Tarbawin, (Educational Documentation),
Iraq, 4th year, Issue NO. 15, (1976), pp. 115-124.

Constituted by resolution of the f h conference of Arab Ministers'
of Education held in Sanaa between fleaember .23rd and 28th, 1972, this
Committee !consisted of experts in sociology, economics, physics and
planning assigned to lay down a strategy for the development of
education on an all-Arab leVel.

The Committee's repOrt fell into eight chapters.

The first chapter is an introduction dealing with three princiPal
subjects namely, Arab education from the angle of renovation and
perpetuation, Arab educational policy and strategy and the report's
aims and scope.

Chapter 2 reviews the oircumstances prevailing in the Arab society
With the aim of identifying its nature, basic characteristics and
philosophy of education. .

The third chapter deals with the basics of education in Arab countries.
their souroes throughout the ages and the fabtorp influencing them.

Chapter 4 is 'devoted to a discussion of the present circumstances of
education in the Arab Fatherland, while the fifth Chapter deals with
the acientific.and technological revolution; gives examples of
development in our Contemporary world and points out the trends of
educational philosophy particularly in the fields of humanities and
social sOlencea asJthey apply to ealtioatOn.

Chapter 6 sets forth the Committee's findings and trends of thought
which represent sound conclusions' reached through a study of the oonditions
preVailing in the Arab sotoetyLthe status of Arab education and the
oircumstaOces of the cont: .rary world. These concluSitons are
indicative of the:trends:9f progress in the Arab Nation/and are/
instrumental in defining the nationalist aims of Arab countries!

The seventh chapter contains solutions for the problems hindering
prOgress of education in Arab countries and feasible alternative
this respect.

The eighth and last chapter is the Report's Conclusion.

21,
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In Bahrain,

.. -29. State of Bahrain, Ministry of Education, Directorate of Educational,
Planning, mAnnual Report 1975/76", Manamah, 1976, 62 pages.

This report is diVided into nine parts.

Part 1 reviewivtha legislations govezping education in Bahrain, while
the second part deals with the qua'tative development of teacher
training, currieulai.educational media, technical ed cation general, genel .

it
education, eduoational planning, iraintng.of adminis rative and
technical 'personnel and the development ok the Mini ry of Education's
budget.

11.

Part 3 deals with the quantitative development'in primary, preparatory
and secondary education, the, various types of technical education,
religious education; teacher training and higher education.

The fourth and fifth parts review the accomplidhments realized in the
field of literacy and adulteducation and in physical education

,

and boy scouting.

Part 6 is concerned with archeological excavations, and maintenance of
anticaitied.

'The seventh part reviews the accomplishments in the field of public
libraries, showing the documents acquired and the number of men and
women frequenting libraries during, the period under discussion.

Part 8 deals with the Ministry's efforts in tie field of publiarelations
while the ninth and last part gives an account' of the
ratining sessions and symposie, held during the period cover by the

report. '

S.

30. State of Bahrain, Ministry of Eduoation, Directorate of Educational
Planning, "Develokment'of Education in Bahrain during_ 1974/75 - 1,75/t6;
A Comparative Statistical Study".

Thisi *lady is indicative of the extent of progress experienced by
.education in Bahrain during the period 1974/75 - 1975/76, illustrated
with statistice.

Following an introduction bn the significance of statistics in any
educational planning in-Bahrain, the text of the document was spread
out over, nine parte.:

15-
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The first six parts ara_ooneerned with the growth of oilmen, the ratio
:cotweenthsArOWth in the number of pUpils and inUe number of claiNSO,,
theigifth in the 'number of pupils according to geographical regions,
dropgto and the percentages of, suaceSS in examinations -and registration'
in respect of the Stages of primary, preparatory; general secondary,
eommercial 'secondary and industrial secondary 'education.

Part 7 shows the number of registeted pupils and their'percentage
to the population in the various stages and types of' eduoatiOh in
Bahrain.

Ths eighth part is concerned with rural pupils. If indicates their
number and their rate of growth according to educational stages, k
comparison is made between urban and rural 'pupili as to their number
and their proportion to the total number ofV,pupils in all stages of

.,.

education.

The ninth and last part deals with teachers, It shows the'ratio,between
the growth in the number of teachers and'pupgs and between the
number .of male and female teachers according to school, academic
qualification. and nationality during 197k/75 and 1975/76.

The document ended by reviewing the number of male and female teaoheri
during 1975/76 in all institutes and sohools'divided into edueationally
Qualified and educationally unqualified.

In Iraq

31. Abdul Latif, Sa2donn Ratheed, Nasirat Al- Thrbiyeh Wal-Teleem
fil-Qutr Al- 'Iraqi Wa-Nawahi Al-Tajdeed fiha ", (The Progress of
Education the Iraqi Country and its Aspects of Modernisation),
by 8a'doun Rasheed Abdul Latif et al, Bagh4ad,pireotorate-General of .
Educational Planning, Miidatry of Education, 1976, 131 pages.

, .

The doCument's introduction dealt with the,function of education in
our present age and showed how the political report of the Eighth
Regional Conference of the Iraqi Socialist Beth Party held in 1974
reflected on the progress of education.

.The document is subsequently divided into six parts.

Part 1 deals with the social and politiCal philosophy of education'
and its aims. A review is made in this section of educational legiela-.
tions, developments in the qualitative aspectof_edacaiion, and
developmints in human apabilities and educational supervision.
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TO' second part deals with the quantitatilie developments in all
stages of education during 1974/75 and 1975/76. Here, the'document
'elaborated en, the developments experienoed in the fields of kindergarten,
primary educekion, secondary education, teacher"training colleges,and
institutes, art and plastic' art education, and vocational education.
The docUment also reviewed the outstanding characteristios and new
trends in the quantitative growth of edUcational 'stages.

Part 3 reviews the course of'action taken in fighting illiteracy,
while the fourth part reviews the'new major educational projects,
such,as'the projected prodUctive industrial schools, comprehensive
secondary schools and youngsters' schools,' the project of education
for the sake of rural development and the projected literaoy magadines.

Part 5 deals with the development which took p n the methods of
planning, _documentation anil.research, While the si h pert is concerned
with achievements in the field Of cooperation on pa -Arab.and
international levels.

A list of reference meteiial is given at the 'end of the dodument.

fs'

In Jordad

32. Al-Masri, Munzir, "Dirasah Muclaranah'Lil-Ittijahat Al-Tarbewiyyah

'
,fi Romania Wal.Urdun", A Comparative Study of the Educational Trends.
in ROMania and,4ordan), "Risalat-Al-Mu'allim", (Teacher's Mission),

Jordati, 19th. year, Ise No. 1, TJanuary-March 1976), pp. 49-53.

Having beenAtmember of Jordanian educational delegation which visited
Romania in 497$, the er drew a comparison between the major educational
'trends in Romania and Jordan.

Subjects included in his comparative study are kindergarten, compulsory
education, vocational activities in the compulsory stage, academic and
vocational guidance, movement from th4 compulsory stage to the
secondary stage, vocational education for girls, linking education
to economic development plans, vocational secondary education,/ free
education, educational supervision, production and scientifte research

and perpetual education.,

The writer dealt, lastly, with the educatio
systems in both countries.

b

4

economic and social
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In Kuwait
\

33. The State of Kuwait, Ministry of Education; "Annual Retort for
the School Year 1974/75", Kuwait, 1976. 8g pages.

This report, which consists of five parts, contains a set, of statistical
tables and charts which indicate the extent of progresa experienced in
educatiominKUwait in 1974/75.

The first part shows the extent of increase occiasioned in the number
,of boy and girl students, teachers and school bgildings and the develop-
,ments undergone by the budget of theplinistry of EduCatioil.

Part 2 reviews the educational accomplishments realized in. tindergarten,"
primary education, intermediary and secondary education, art and 4

vocational education, religious'educition, special education, adult
education and 4sterity campaigns .4 institutes of special education,/ .

all during the school year 1974/75. (

The third part gives account-of the steps taken in
aervi es during the year understudy, with special.
text oks, educational aids, and facilities, p
soci services and school liOraries.

la.

the fields of ,..

emphasis on curricula,
ng and training,

4

Part 4 ist'concerned with the various aspects of educational, activities,
such as:physical education, boy scouting, cultural relations, extra-
curricular activities and public relations.

The fifth' and last part consists of a set of general statistics which
demonstrate the prOgreas achieved in the fields of education in the
academic year 1974/75.

In Qatar

34. Al-Mulla,'Youssef Abdul Rahman,,"'Ittlab Faridah 'ala-Kull
Muslim, (Seeking Knowledge is the Duty of Each Muslim), "AI-Tarbiyah"
'magazine, (Education), Qatar, Issue No. 16, (July 1976), p. 24.

l)
.The writer began his article with citations from the'Holy Qurian in
.which the Islamic religion urges people to acquire learning'. He also
related how the blessed Prophet gave generous encouragement to scholars
and praised learning. The writer further'quoted philosophers, mem of
letters and wisemen who called upon people to seek knowledge and
learning. 1.



After emphasising the role'of women in Islam, the inter said that
mlly.:poets have enthusiastically supported women education.

Conoluding his artiole, the.Writer hailed the efforts of the Qatari
Government in fighting illiteracy among those who have missed the
train of-learning, mentioning in that the State has opened
literacy centres, organized training easions... etc. Tor the sake of
combatting illiteraoy.

In the Sudan
- ,

35. El-Sayyed,'Ahmed Hassan Fadl, "Al-Tt'leem fil-Janub; Madihu We-
. Hadiruhu", (Education in the South; Its Past and Present), "Al-TaWtheeS

Al-Tarbswi", (Educational Documentation), the Sudan, 9th year, IMMO
No." 37,,(June 1976), pp. i3-18.

At the outset'of his article, the writer related how the British
separated, Southern,Sudan from its North in the early 1930's and, by
contrast,^related the accomplishments made by the first Sudanese
Minister of Education-who made Arabic the language of teaching in the
South and Who laid a centralized policy of education and established
jthe.first general secondary school.

The wrilWr went on to,relate the historical developments in the field
of oiduoation/I'rthed4outh, explaining ,the polio$r of Sudanizing all
governmental departments pursued by the first national Sudanese
dovernment,and the subsequent seizure by the Ministry of Education of
all missionary schools putting them under its control.

. After describing the developments'of education in the Sudan from the
timeOftheldilitarit rule towardi-the end of 1958 and until the October
Revolution, the wriiter explained the present educational plans and the'
status of the edu.p.ational institution in the South.

EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC *DEVELOPMENT
IN ARAB COUNTRIES

36. Mehrez, Zeinab, "Dawr Al-Tarblyah Wet -Teleem fil-Tanmiyah
Al-Icrtisadiyyah Wal-Ijtima'iyyah Bil-Euwal Al-Namiyah", (The Role of
Education in the Economic and Social-Development of Developing Countries),
"Nahwa Tarbiyatin Afdal", (Towards a Better Education), Oman, lst year,

Issue No. 3, (February 1976), Pp. 24-30.
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After specifying the role of education in the making of humanity, the
writer reviewed the role of'humanity in economic and 'social development;
showing the impact of colonialism on the economic development of territories
under colonial domination and explaining the duty of other countries

towards the.

The writer went on to define economic development and to show the
various points which should be preserved and guarded by the newly-
independent countries. She pointed tp the role of education in providing
the services needed by societies in order to improve anddevelopthe
standard of individual personalities.

a

After relating the difficulties and obstacles which confront developing
countries in the fields of education,, the writer-desCribed the trends
which,developing countries should adopt in order to develop human
resources which constitute the core of all economic and,social develop-

ment.

37. "The First Intellectual Conference for Arab Educators Meld in
Baghdad sbetween June 7 and 15, 1975", "Al-Tawtheeq
(Educational Documentation), 4th year, Issue ,No. 15,"(4976), pp. 5-9.

This Conference dealt with the current educational problems and the
political, economic and social issues connected therewith.

The papers and studiei discussed in the Conference were classified

to fall within the realm of four items: the present status of economic

development in the,Arab Fatherland, the new concept of economic and
social development within the Arab socialist framework and an evaluation
of the present state of education in. the Arab Fatherland from the

point of view of the socialist framework.

The papers presented in the Conference dealt with a new outlook to

economic development within the socialist fraMework,,themeduoational
requirements of economic development, the role of education in the
economic and social development, the role of modern educational
.technolOgies and thectetcher's responsibility in socialist,education:

The fourth item was the manner in which educational systema in the
Arab Fatherland could be so changed as to push the development probess

inthe socialist direction.

Concluding its activities, the Conference advanced recommendations
centering around the aims and strategies of education, educational



-
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0policies, the role of !scientific, research in educational matters, the
content, essence end 'structure of eduoation, the role of the teaoher
and the need for an adequate folloup machinery.

38. El-Megeihi, Mohamed Labib, "Da4r Al.tarbiyah fil-Tanmiyah, Al-

,gduoation in the Sooial and Economic Developme of Developinz Countries),
Iitimeiyyah Walpaqtisadiyyah Al-Nalrh", (The Role of'

Cairo, The Anglo-Rgyptian Boashop, 1976, 284 pages (The'Educational

Library,- r).
1'

In an introduction to ads book, the author stressed the importanoe of
eduoation to develop countries and showed ite role in the economic
and social develo of these countries.

The text of the book 'subsequently divided into thirteen chapters, the
first of which indi es the.'ohallenges to education in developing
countries .and the se.nd chapter reviews the social content of education.

ProbleMs facing eduoa on for the sake of developmerit in developing

countries are summa Zed in the third chapter.

Chapter 4 indicates t e role of education in bringing about change and
renovation, while the ifth and sixth chapters deal with education for
the sake of economic, ocial, cultural and scientific development.

,4
Chapter" explains the condept of non-functional education and indicates
how and when education comes non-functiontl.

In the eighth chapter; an attempt is made to study the obstacles which
hinder education from more effective and influential, 'with an

' attention given'to the ways in which such obstacles may be removed.

Chapter 9 is devoted to educational( planning. It &Scribes s

nature and the manner in which an educational plan may be w rked

out.

While Chapter 10 disouises the role )of edtlation in the overall
development plan,' the.eleventh chapter describes the steps to be
taken in order to devise a method consistent with the contemplated.

Chapter 12 reviews the problems which enjoy priority in educational

research.
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The thirteenth and last chapterindioates the'wamand means,whiah
lead to the formulation of an educational' theory for development.

EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT IN KUWAIT

39. 'Abbas, Ali, "TaWafuq Allitawwur
Wa-Fars Al-Aydi Al-'Amilah", (Consistency between the Eaonomic and
Educational Development and the Sorting out of Manpower), "Dirasat
Tarbawiyyah", (Edu9ational Studies), Kuwaiti Issue No. 9, (February,

1976), PP. 61.9.

As an introduction to his article, the writer explain -.the'new"
concept of e&oation which treats it as a process of vestdent,
productive of:the human element. He showed how it relates to the economic
expansion of Kuwait and underlined the need or coordination between

edudation and economic life.

The Writer went on to indicate the close relationships between the
potential ohangee'due to take place in vocational and, industrial

ools and in higher education and the. changes occurring in the.skills
e working population, taring that Kuwait is in need.of a medium
planning for a variety of types and levels of vocational and
trial training in order to meet the country's requiremente.of

manpower in all vocational categories and at all levels of efficiency;

The-writer also emphasized the need for a Ling term planning Where
future.axpectations,and,visualized results range between 10 and 15

years.

EDUCATION AND SOCIETY IN ARAB COUNTRIES

40., Mohamed, 'Alaauddin Jasim, "Anmat Al-Hayah4U-Ijt1meiyyah
fil-'Iraq bayna Al-Uthmiyyah Al-Abjadiyyah Wal-UMmlyyah Al-Hadariyyah",
((Patterns of Social Life in Iraq between Alphabetic Illiteracy and
Cultural Illiteracy), Baghdad Conference for the Eradication of
Illiteracy, Baghdad, May 8-15, 1976, "Conference's Activities and
Recommendations", Baghdad, Directorate-General of Eduoational,Planning,
Ministry of Education, 1976, pp. 315,330.

At the beginning of hise.rticle, the writer identified illiteracy as
a social phenomenon, 'showed the relatioebetween alphabetic illiteracy
and explained the localiand foreign socialintercourses which had
their bearing on the Iraqi society.
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.The writer went. en; to say that restricting educational aim' to
meeting the needy of the state has driven education as an institution
to baokwardnesi, disintegration and stagnation. He shOwed how the:
social dhangesundorgone by Iraq have resulted in a.huge.influx of
the rural population' into oitiea and the immigration of large number
of-bedOuins to villages. He explained the-relation bitWeen this
develoment and alphabetical illiteracy.

I

Following a reVtew of the rate of illiteraoy in Iraq from 1958 to.1976,
the writer explained the oonsequences of a stagnant social structure.

Concluding his:article, 4the. writer explained the effect of wides0ead-
alphabetIoal and cultural illiteracy in the Iraqi society on the country's
Increased economic and socialibackwardness.

A list of reference books ln!Arabic -and foreign languages is apPended,
to the 'article.

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION IN ARAB COUNTRIES

41. Abdul Rahman, Rani, 'Iolutatallibat Al-Idari Al-Tarbawiw, (Re irements
in an Educational Administrator), "Risalat Al-Mutallim" magazine,
(The Teacher's Mission), Jordan, 19th year, Issue No. 1, (January-March
1976), pp. 21-23.

After defining the aoience of administration, the writer talked on
educational administration, explaining the skills which an efficient-.
educational administrator should possess. He mentioned particularly

.,
:-the technical, humaniandperceptual skills saying that an educational
administrator should be able to understand the scope of his duties.

According to the Writ-dr, three forces operate and influence decision-. ..

making in educational matters, namely, forces within.the inietrator,
forces within the human nature and forces within the envi nment.

ConclUding his article,' the writer said:that administration is a
profession -which has its own requirementd.'

42. lqatAl-Idarah Al-Tarbawiyyali fil-Qahirah 1974", (Symposium of
Eduoational Administration, Cairo, 1974), "Al-Thwtheeq Al-Tarbawi"
bulletin, (Educational Documentation), Iraq, 4th year, Issue No. 15,

(1976); pp. 67-75.
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This erivosium was organized pUrtuant to a resolUtion by the Second

General Pontsrials of the Arab organization for Education,'Cultul* and,
Soienoes held'in'pecembei 1971.

Threw point* were on the'Symposium0agenda. /heLfirst point is

. get familiar with the educational organisation system in Arab
The second isptoompeome.familiolotLthe prob4Ms of school administratIon
in these sountriss: The:third ilzita get kocinkings4,with the most modern
trends in deve1004.18 educational nd 80001 adOiiniktration which lend

themoelves easilY:foripplicati in Arab coUntries.

The4SpOrt 1 prepared by the Symposium consists of three sections; the
4rat Of4hioh reviews the questionnaire sent to Ministries of Education..

in. Arab countries in order to'study,the liroumatanaes and prOblems of'

educational administration-in them., . .

The second section Oomprisee a concise review of the
papers and studies read in the Symposium

educational

and possibilities:of development in Arab cOuntries.

The Sympoiwp's recomMendations are given in the third and last
section and are concerned with educational administration, rgguirements
of the social change undergone,by Arab ,coOntries and theitdministration's

role in achieving the educational aims within theoverall'deVelopmamt

Programmes. .

These recommendation. did not overlook the problem of sPle01.11g and
developing educational administration personnel and the modern trench

in, this partioUlar

zruciTioNAL Airs IN. TIE STATE OP BAHRAIN

43. '"Maripaz Al-Wasayil lihutwahlAsasivyah Satabqs

fi Tetweer Fann.Al-TailOPP",:(The EducationaliAide Centre l0 a Vital

Step which will have tasting Effect Owthe Development of the: Art of
Education), by the' Eduestional Aids Control Agency, -Ma

Al-Tarbawiyysh", (The'EAucational Magazine year
Issue No. 10, (January 1976), pp.

Beginning hiSarticle,,the'writer described the role played by the
.modern, edudationaltechnologyin improving the, content and raising the
efficienCy of ,education,



..
..

Hi WeaiGon to relate the reasons which the Ministry of'Education
iiillahriinto develop the use of aud1O-vieual aidsiffikaocordanoe with
a willopidesignal and calor plan. The first step in pitin si1 .*0
develop the utilisation ofeduoational films and to expand this type of
activity. An, account is given of the tYPes of films made available and
the:various equipment and display screens provided. 0.

The writer als6 described thelraining Sessions organised hy
tdreotorate.of Educational Aids to train the Ministry's personnelHon
the utilization and Preparation of educational aide. A review': of the
subjects dealt with in the-training panels and symposiamas made.

EDUCATIONAL SODIES AND OROANIZATtOM
IN SAUDI A1APIA7,':

44.. %mite's Al.:-PirasatAl Sharqiyyan (Centre of Oriental Studios),
"Al-Tamtheec011arbawit magazine,. (Educational Documentation), Saudi
Aranda, Issue NO. 12,' (October .1776), PP. 30-32.

This article is devoted. for introducing the Centre of Oriental
Studies which is one of the post-graduate branches of5the Faculty of
Arts of King Abdul AziZ University\and which concentrates on Arabic
studies, with special emphasis' on Saudi Arabia. ,

An account is given of the Centre's aims, studies and requirements for
obtaining the M.A. degree in a number of specialized subjects reviewed
In:the article. -

Conditionsrofamdiesion for Saudi and nohaSaudi students :are 'given
ktthe.end or thislirtiolo.

45. The National Ventre for Adult Education in Riyadh, "Al-Tawtheeq
Al-Tarbaiii" ma Zit* (Educational Documentation), Saudi Arabia,
Issue No. 12, October r476), pp. 32'31.

Thivarticle.in roducaa,the .NatiOnal Cat
,

x# ',Adult Education in
Riyadh and indicates its purPOiesA3eing,t°tii.;trin,the personnel
engaged in adult education, to undertake.siddteiand experiments
this field 4Pd to Produce educational materialjeuitable for adult
edueation.

,=
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The article further described the:role played by the :Centre in organizing
conferences ark panelS,on.adnit educatiemandHinin; .-up training
sessions for short orIOngYterms in order to proVide'the necsemarSv,
training for these.engageoyin.the field of adult educatiOn. A rail*
is made of the traininepregrammes offered by the Centre.

n

-
_The last Part ofithe-article is a review of the six departments
to which the Centre is diVided,

.
L.._

TucATIoNg. BROADCASTS IN ARAB, COUNTRIES
.. . . .

46. .'Abdul Kader, $itialv (Editor), 7A1-Iza.saat:Aififfalleemiyyan
fil-'Aalam Al-'Arabillir.-(Edu.cational,Eroadcaats 1117-the Arab:World),
Cairo, Al-Tagaddum Pregis,117 61:ages. .

1,.

4s' book compiles the papers submitted to the Arab Regional Conference
on'Educational Broadcasts held in Kuwait in Maroh 1975.

In an introdudtion written by the Editor, he reviewed the efforts of
__Arab Ministrige;of Education, Arab Radio, and TV Corporations and
Regional Broaagasting-Unions in organizing this,; Conference.

The,text of the book is divided into four parts.

Part 1 deals with the role of educatiOhal broadcasts in the national
development; the.extent of Arab cooperatio in school broadcasts

irland the contributions by the radio and Tin fighting illiteragy, in
vocational training)ind,in labour education. ,

The second part reviews th6_0144erience of,Arabcountriesin the field
of educational broadcasts. It also deals with the development of the
educatioima programmes in the TV and .the experience'tf Arab broadcasts
in educational. programmes.

Part 3 explains'the relations between educational -b to and thq,.
educational authorities,. while the fOurth part indica ..tite means

Way whereby a more effective cooperation between the va ous agencies
engagedqn educational.- broadcasts coulcybe achieved.
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EDUCATIONAL C0a0ERENCES IN ARAB COUNTRIES-,

47. "Conference of,101arliic $olidadlY 1 All, Field of $40noe and
Technology", *yeah,.March.;0725, W76iAlbrirerence's ReocmendatiOna
and Resolutions, .'11,TawtheelAl-Tarbitme, (Educational DocuMentation);
Saudi Arabia, Issue No..-igjoticiOberA976), pp. 51.55.

Following an introduction on the..*rcumstancee under which thin,
Confetence was held, the plscein. which it held its meetings and the
committe&to which it was diiWed, the article.reviewed the recommends
tions adopted by the FrOjects-Comthittee and tho. nine Research Committees.

These reeOmmendatio*dealt with the curricula of Islamic .eubjeote
in uniVeriitieeandthe curricula of other subjects which make universities
more oapable Of :serving theisociety. They also emphaaimedle. importance

of cooperatiOitbetween universities and industry in the fie%d'Of
science'and technology:

Other recommendations dealt with the steps to be aken to make Ara iq
a universal language of teaching and administration in the Arab World,

;;-stressing the importance orwiltiPV4ict.books iit,Arabio:and the orec4ibn.,,
of a centre for trehslation,':dOCUmentatiCh'emd. revival of Islamic

!:14!TtOge'

Further recommendations'adopted underlineherOlt of
education in ihdustry'and-call for the oreatiOnOf an
for the coordination and orientation of research on a
level, with special, fund to support it.

",

pniverality.
orga4iation
pan-relamic

RecoMmeAdatiOns also dealt with the steps to be taken in connection
with scientific libraries andAOCUmeniation centres, the creation of
coordinating bodies between manpower training organizations and
employment organizations and the backing of certain training, ,educational
and productive establishments which play a pioneering role in their
respectilve fields of interest on a pan-;Islamic level.

48, ActiVitiea of- the Eighth Regional.Con00Tice for the National
Arab Commissions of thol'UNESCO,'Tunia:septeMber-1,8,..1973. "Al-
Tawthees'Ai.,TarbawiEducational Documentation), Iraq,'4th-iJar,
Issue No. 15, (1976), pp. 93,196,

V011oWing a review of the discussions which took place in the Conference
and. Wriieh revol around the collaboration among the Arab Commissions
for the UNESCO, he role. and significance of theseCOMMIsSions and

a

. P
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the formulation of a policy for common action for 'such Commissions,

the writer reviewed the Conference's discussionson: the targets which

enjoy priority.in the field of education in Arab countries.

The writer further reviewed the resolutions and recommendations adopted

by the Conference in the light oV the studies and discussions undertaken,

dealing with the Centre of Coordination 'its aims and functions, the

role of the National Commissions in formulating and implementing UNESCO

programmes, the ways of strengthening links of cooperation between the
Commissions-and the agencies engaged in fields of educatibn, culture and
information and the formulation of a policy for common aotton among

these Commissions.

EDUCATIONAL DOCUMENTATION .

In ArabCountries

Mehres, Zeinab, "Mash Muoran 'an Awda' Al- Tawtheeq Al-Tarbawi

fil-Bilad Al-'Arabiyykh hasab Al-Wad' 'Aamm 1974", (Comparative

Survey of the Conditions of Educational Documentation in Arab Countries

as in.1974), by Zeinab Mehrez and Samialg179Z Beirut, UNESCO's Regional

Office for Education in Arab Countries, 1976. Tables plus 7 pages

(in stencil)..

- Paper presented to a Symposium on the Development of Edue*tional

Documentation and Information Agencies, Cairo, April 4-10, i 076.

Results of a questionnaire Conducted by UNESCO's Regional Office for

-Edudation in Arab Countries: Document No. (1)..

The Document begins with a table setting forth wilkoralAnforTation on

the Educational Documentation Agencies which responded to the questionnaire

conduoted by UNESCO's Office for Eduoation in ArabCOuntries, noting
the countries whose reply to the questionnaire specified that they had

no Documentation Agencies.

A second table thous statistical data for 1974 with regard to those

tries which responded to the questionnaire. The table indicates

the number of media available at. each Documentation Centre, such as

Arab and foreign book* and periodicals, documents on file and audio-

visual instruments. It also hphows the number of employees and budgetary

figure*.

A third table gives detailed information on the mass media available

at Arab countries' documentation centres.,
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The'last table contains bibliographical information on each country as
to its acrd catalogue system, the preparation of car&catalogue indices
and the syStemeof classification and analysis.

Commenting on the data contained in the oomparative survey, the authors

dealt with the various affiliations of the Documentation Agencies,
\ :their establishment and the number of employees working in them
\well as theqaws governing the depositing of publications in public

libraries.

A review is also made of the various replies received from Arab countries
on their data processing systems, with general remarks made on these
replies and the extent of progress achieved since the earlier surveys of

1968 and 1972 were made.

Te Document ends with some suggestions dealing with documentation.

*tt
In Iraq

50. The Iraqi Republic, Ministry of Education, Directorate-General
of Educational Planning, "Al-Tawtheeq Wal-'Ilam Al-Tartawl filr'Ireq",
(Educational Documentation and Information-in Iraq), by Badi' Mahmoud
Moubarak Al-Qasim, Baghdad, 1976, 25 pages.

This study deals with the various documentation agencies in,/raq.

The'first agency to be dealt with by the author is the Centre of
Scientific Documentation affiliated to the Ministry of Higher Education .

and Scientific Research. He described its functions, duties and accomplish-

ments.

Moving to other documentation centres, the writer dealt with the National _

Centre for Archives affiliated to to Ministry of` Information,
describing its functions, duties and activities as Well as the
activities of the Arab Regional Branch of Archives.

The writer went on to deal with the other documentation centres
affiliated to the Ministry of Information, such as public libraries.
Here, he explained the Ministry's endeavours to develop6a national

system of information that would be linked to the variol4s sectors of

national economic development. In this connection, he reprcduced the

recommendations of the conference dealing with the req4ir#ments and

piehe. of the national system of information.
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The writer prOceeded'to talk on the public libraries affiliated to the
Ministry of Interior's local administrative bodies,

He further dealt with the Ministry of Education's Centre for Educational

Documentation and Information, showing its development and activities
Which inolude the preparation of Studies,.the indexing of the library,

the issuance of. its magazine, the daily bulletin containing the Ministry's

news and activities in' addition to the yearbook.

:Concluding his study, the writer dealt with the ambitious plans for
the:futUre and the., necessary procedures for development.

EDUCATIONAL DOCi.MENTATION CENTRE

In Jordan

51. The Ilashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Ministry of Education, Directorate

of Educational Planning and Resedrch, Division of Educational Documentation,

"Concise RepOttmPubmitted to the Conference of Educational Documentation"

Amman, 1976, 10 stencil pages.

- Report submitted to the Conference of EduCtitional Documentation,

Cairo, April 4-10, 1976.

This report reviews the accomplishments of the Division of Educational
Documentation in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. It begins'ulth a
historiCal background of the Division eversince it was created in 1964

and iti'deVelopment until the year 1975

Following an aellount of the Division's funetions,"a review is. made of

its present status as to the number of employees, budget, files and

filing systeb.

The report also explained the accomplishments of the Division in the

'fields of educational information; studieS, reports, translations,
publications, educational services and international cooperation.
The report contains as well a review of the difficulties encountered
by. the Division in performing its duties, in additiOn to a review of the

Division's policy.

An addendum is attached to the report indicating the various sub-
divisions of the Division of Educational Documentation and its

publications.
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/tIn Saudi Arabia

.52., Saudi Arabia, Miniatry of Educaticon, Centre for Statistical
,11

Data and Educational DgcuMentation, Section of Statistical Studies,

"Deli' Lil-Ta'reef Bil-Mar4az", (G4ide_te_the_Centre), Riyadh, 1976.

12 pages.

At the beginning of this repolI, a review is made of the Centre. for

Statistical Data and Educational Documentation; its functions,
activities, publications, bulletins and studies.

A dadoription followsl3f'the Centre's organization and various branches.

'In the branch of Statistical Data, the activities of the different

sections are reviewed, which include the Section of Statistics,

the Section'of Automatic Tabulation and the Section of-Statistical

Studies. '
g

On the other hand, the report reviewed the activities of the various

sectionajncluded in the Educational Documentation Branch, being:

the Library) the Translation Section, thepocumentationSection and,

lastly, the Secretariat.

The report contains,a table ahowing the growth achieved in the number

of pupils and teachers during the first 5-Year Plan.

In Syria

-53. Syrian Arab Republic; Ministry of Education, "ileport Submitted

to the EdueatiOft.1 Documentation Panel Organized by the

Regionals Office in Cairo between Aeril4-and 10 1976", Damascus, 19

2 pages.,

Reviewing the history of the Syrian Educational Documentation Centre

belonging to the Ministry of Education in Damascus, the report
described its activities and services eversince it was established in

1961 and reviewed the various stages o'f its growth.

It enumerated the problems faced by the Educational Documentation

,Centre which included the need to develop and modernize its activities,

the necessity of training experts, the need for inereaFling.the number

Of its personnel and the space needed for its expansion.

SuggestlQns were made for'overcoming these problems. These included

the erganization of several new training sessions for the benefit of
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the stiff, the extension of aid to the Centre to help developing'
it materially And the provision of sCholarahips to its members to

enable them to complete theirrstudies and enhance their experienee

in documentation.

-EDUCAT;ONAL ExPERIMENTATION IN SAUDI ARABIA

54. Al-Haseen, Sa'd, "Namat Jadid fit-Ta'leem Al-Thanawi", (A New

Pattern in. Secondary Education), "Al-TawtheetAl-Tarbawi", (Educational

Documentation), Saudi Arabia, Issue No. 11, .(April 197a, pp. 20 -24.

This article reviews an experiment initiated by the Ministry of

Education in Saudi Arabia in the Yarmouk School aimed at organising

study in,the secondary stage.

Following an introduction on the historical backg nd Of this

experiment,,the reasons calling for it, the outdo!' Of the discussions

among experts and the methodi of applying this n experiment, the

writer explained the justifications for undertaking the experiMent.

In this connection, he dealt with the need for eliminating any

artificial seggregation in outlook and treatment between knowledge.
seekers and putting information' media responsible for. the spread of

knowledge and,for meeting the needs and potential of regions and

communitiea within the same Country,

The writer enumerated the advantages of this experiment and showed the

manner in .which it was carried out, the sections to which the school

was divided, the conditions of admission in the school and the

manner in which the school schedule was divided among the various

school subjEcts.

1-*

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN ARAB COUNTRIES

,55. _"Al-Hajah ila Shabakah Iglimiyyah L117'Ilam AlrTarbawl
Al-tArabiyyah Wa-Imkaniyyat Iqamatiba",. (The Need...for a Regional

Metwork for Educational Information in Arab Countries and the Possibility

of its Establishment , Beirut, UNESCOTiMegional Office fdr Education

in Arab Countries, 1976, 8 stencil pages.
1

- Paper Presented to a Symposium on trio Development of Educational

Documentation and Information Agencies in Arab Countriels, Cairo,

April 4-10, 1976, Document Mo. (2).
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The Document began with a statement on the oklect of its publication,

then reviewed the information requirements for laying the foundation

Of an effective Arab 3 #0ional network for educational information.

After ,dealing -with the probleMs of:inforniation which.enjoy,priority

in the Arab region, the Document mentioned Some points ,needed fOr the

setting up of a regional network, showing the practical steps to be

taken in this Connection.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES IN THE SUDAN

56. Oarvit, F.L., "Thirubah (An.Experiment in Educetion),,

by F.L. Oarvii, translated by Abdullah Mohamed SOlimen, "Al-Tawtheeq
Al-Tarbawilli (Educational Documentation),,the Sudan, 9th year, Issue

No. 38-39, (December 1976), pp. 25-52.

This article represents a translation of the eleienth chapter in AL
t

report prepared by an English expert.

Dealing with the Institute of Bakht Al:Reda, the writer reviewed its,
functions and characteristics and described the process of its develop-

ment until it reached its present state, using by way of.dernstration

some charts.

The first chart shows the historical development Of Bakht Al-Reda

from 1932 to 1950 with a review of its outstanding aohievementa during

thit period.

Chart 2, indicates the Instituta's varied interets and how they fit

in with the levels and types of education. It also shows the accomplish-

ments made in such levels and tYpes.

The third chart consists of a detailed map of Bakht Al-Reda and

shows the various locations of Schools and affiliated divisions:,

chart 4 shows the relation between Bakht Al-Reda and the administrative

section of. the Department of EdUpation.

Each of these four charts la subject of a Commentary.

The writer also described the Institute's location,_ size, development

and functions carried to train teachers. He showed thr. !advantage of

having such an Institute established in'a rural area.
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Alikht Al-Roden esperience in preparing text books and training sessions
and in copying ideas from other countries is related by the writer who
emplaned hOw the Institute of Education of Belicht Al-Rsda is,relsted to

' the University ofAOlertoum.

EDUCATIONAL LEOISIATIONS

In Democratic Yemen

57. Ahmed, Ahmed Ali, "Adm. Fahmin A'maq Li-Qanun Al-Tarbiyah",
(Towards a Deeper Understanding of the Law of Education), "Al-Tirbiyah
AWadidah" magesine, (New Education), Democratic Yemen; 2nd year,
Issue No. 4, (March 1976), pp. 7-16.

After explaining the concept of education in our present time and
elaborating on the aims of self and social education, the writer
oommented on the aims oontemplated by the Law of Education in Democratic
Yemen (Law No. 26 issued on July 18, 1972) both as to self education
and social education.

Pointing to the principles of modern education embodied in the Law and
aimed at treating educationel-problems in Democratic Yemen, the writer
mentioned perpetual education akedeeoribed its meaning as used in the
Dm and mentioned 40,functions of the educational administration
entreated with the teak of supervising the pursuance of the educational
policy consistently with )the State's general sims.

Tne writer went on to mention the scientific bases and educational
principles on Which the Law rests, saying that at the First Mutational
Conference, educators attempted to put the Articles of this Law in
practice, particularly those articles which deal with curricula and .

teacher training.

,In Iraq

58. "Bayan'Ila Al-Usrah Al-Ta'limiyyah No. 9328 fi,23/9/1976",_
(Communique to the Educational Family No. 9328 of September 23, 1976),
"Al-MI*11%111m Al-Jadid"; (The New Teacher), Iraq, Vol. 38, Issuello. 2,

-----
Following a quotation from thejelitical Report of the Baa'th Revolution
specifying the Teeponsibilittea of the educational mschinery and
after indicating-the-ifkorts deployed by the Ministry of Education to



put this quoted paragraph into effect, the C pique listed the reasons

which motivated the Iraqi Revolutionary. Council to !abolish

the public examinations of the:primary stage held by the Ministry in

.the school yeail976/77.

The Communique further explained the.00ntrols, criteria and Methods

Whereby teachers would exercise full and Oontinuous measures of

evalUation throughout the;school year to substitute the abolished

public examination.

59. The Um of Compulsory Education No. 18 of 1976. "Allieallim

Al-Jadie, (The New Teacher), Iraq, Vol. 38, Issue No. lgr(1976),

4

A jaw decreeing eompulsory education was promulgated in eighteen rticleS

by the Iraqi RevolutiOnarY Command Cbuncil.

According to the provisions of this Law, education, in the Primary

stags is rendered free of"charge sod parents are obligated to se heir

children to primary scpools.

The Law specifiee the responsibility of the Ministry of Education for

the formulation of the educational policy and for the other educational

institutions in the country. It also specifies the responsibility

of local administrative bodies in,providing the material and human

possibilities required for the implementation of the compulsory education

plan in the primary stage.

Provision is made in the jaw .for the financing of the compulsory

education plan, for school bUildings and for the promotion of studies

and research on compulsory education.

Aboording to the-taw, children under compulsory age are required to be

counted one yeai' ahead of their enrolment in schoeli 134,rety'of

compulsion. Also the numbers of children failing to Join schools upon

reaching the age of comnulsion are to be counted,.

The Law further proVides for expansion in special education and

fixes, the effectiveAate of compulsory'education-and provides for the

iesuanOe.of a declaratien by. the Mininter-Of Education specifying the.

regions in which' compulsory education is to be carried out.

Parents and guardians of pupils who fail to-register shall be summoned.,

Exemption from penalties is granted in special cases.
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ThislaW provides for the non-employAnt of. jUveniles and stipulates
L .tie penalties applicable in the event of violating its provisions.

The Leiw stipulates for its enforcemen.0 and for the issuance the
reguliatlons for implementing it.

Finally, the causes for the issuance of this Law are explainld.

L.

In Jordan

60. The Hashemite Kingdom of'Jordan, Legislations, Laws, Regulations
etc., Law No. 10 of 1976 in Connection with the :Abolition of the
General Preparatory Certificate, "Risalat (Teacher's
Mission), Jordan, 19th year, Issue No. 1,Tranuary-March 1976),

pp. 70-71.'

This Law consists of six. articles.

Artio4 l defines the Law's designation and specifies its:dte of
enforcement..

The second article provides for the abolition of the'Preparatery
Certificate, 'twhile Article 3 specifies the Ministry's responsibility
in determining the conditions of admission in the secondary stage, :

Article 4 indicates the amendments introduced by this Law to the
Law Of Eduration No. 16 of 1964.'

''The fifth article specifies the new articles which superseded Articles
55 and 56 of Law No. _16,of 1964 dealing With'the General Secondary
Cetifloate examination, its procedures, the conditions governing the
grant of this Certificate and the fees payable by candidates sitting
for this' examination.

The Sixth and last artiole provides for the repealing of paragraph
(6) of Article 58 of Law No. 16 of 1964 and sets forth the substituting
text which deals with the problem of challenging the restilti and
procedures of the General Secondary' Certificate examinations.



EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY IN ARAB couNticss

61, El-Nouri, AbdulOhani Abdul Fattah, Nlamih Wa4asaWWurat
Lil-Filer Alwrarbawi A14hkhtit", (Glimpses and
Visualisations of thaA400ational PhilosoPhy.iand how they Refloat on
Planning", "Al-Tarblyth";,(Education), Issue No. 16, (July '106),

After defining the aims of education in any given Arab country, the
writer said that education purports to realize social efficiency,
social justice and ecenomicAustiCe:

'The writer went on to deal with the condition of'education.in the Arab
World, its requirements and the crisis through which it passes, Showing

how the content of education is :affected by these circUmstance0, both

as to quality and as to quantity.

He then reviewed the major concepts wfiichdominated the educationil
philosophy and its applications in the Arab World from the, point of

lIethat education is.secluded from any social context, from the
of economy and, lastly, from the point of view that education is

a continuous process.

EDUCATIONAL PIA NNI NG

In Arab Countries

62. Metawi', Ibrahim 'Ismat, "Al- Takhttt Lil- Ta'leem fl-'Aali filAOuwal

Al'Arabiyyah", (Planning for Higher Education in Arab Countries),
"Al-Wa'4_2g-sArabi", (Arab Consciousness), (Cairo), ist year, Issue
No. 3,TikusuatZiiitember 1976), pp. 28-36.

FolloWing an explanation of the concept of higher educational planninS,

the Writer Showed how it would help Arab countries in attaining their

aims and indicated the present needs of' a revolutionary society in

theteeountries.

After reviewing the principles to be adoptedin planning for higher
education in order to enure that the-educational prow:lulls carried.
out:on a sound scientific Oasis, the writer described the structure

of Civil servants in Arab countries and how it developed .and,.pointed

to the steps to be taken in educatiOnal planning as regards their
timing and economics.



Rererring to the bailie factorelin planning for higher education in
Arlo countries, the writer mentioned statistics, showing their importance,'
diaeuised the principle of deisocralF as a baste for the planning process
and emphasised the interactions between. education and the iociety.
Re also showed the extent to Ibich olucatiomi, faots'are interdependent.,
then discussed planning AindieUcational-end cultural socialiam:

Concluding his article,,, the writer gave a 9OMprehannive definition

or educational planning:

In Fire i

:'/61. The ;ruli Republic, Ministry of Eduoation,TirectorateGeneral
. ,

Of Educational Planning, "The. Projected -Year Plan for Eduoation41
.14pervisiOn 1976a2", aghdad, 1067 Pages' plus aiiiarciiii: ---

1

- 'Vol. I Supervision of Primary Soh60111.'

The introduction to this document explains that educational supervision
is 9ne of the variahlea of the educational Process and shows the role.

exercised bysuperwision in impioving the.quality of primary. el4elation

:Thete;tof the document is subsequently di 4ded into four parts.

The first part deals with contemporary trends in educational !supervision,

showing their aims and functions, the characteristics of the educational

supervisor and the requirements for, his select ion and training.
It also indicates the machinery and bodies which ghould, be active in
this respect. l

i

7
.Parts 2 and 3 deal with the status egedu oktionalsuPerViaionin the.
Primaryschools of Iraq and evaluate it in the light of-contemPOraii,
trends.

,

,

The fourth and last part eXplaine,the suggested plans for developlbg
educational supervision'in the primary schools of Iraq, indicates the

Principles and aims of the'Iatest.Plaa for educational development, shows

its quantitative estimates and describes its apecific,trends

A eet of appendices are attached ehawing'the number of present. and
Prospective' supervisors and the Arable and foreign i.efereneea consulted

in this document.
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In the'Sultanate of Oman

64. Alrichateeb4Zuhdi, Ivlaahrou' Al-UNESCO .Ii-Takhtit Al-TarbiYah
We-Tirtleariha 11--!0than"'; CUNESCO'a PROJECT FOR PIANNLVG AND DEVELOPING
MUCATfON IN 'plAN)i "Tt'leem Al-Jamaheer", (Mass Education), Cairo,
3rd year, issue'Ne. 5,7Jahuary 1976), PP. 28 -32.

i.Having defined irregular edUcation.and showing to what extent it related
to.duit eduoation,the writer enumerated the reasons for which the-
1)roblemCof illiteracy hazi fallen down at very insignificant rates,.
in spite of the efforts exerted by the' developing countries' in
general and Arab OOuntries in particular, to eradicate it.

'Reviewing the UNESCO's project fbr developing and planning education
in Oman, tho writer indicated the role which the irregular expert
1s required' to play in this respect.

The writerent on to describe the conditieni'Of addCation in the
Sultanate Of Oman, showing the volume of the problem'of illiteracy,
the progress in adult education and the number of studentsenrelled
in thevarious literacy centres in the Sultanate.

After reviewing the new concept adelteducation:as contaiped in f

the UNESCO's project for the eradication .ofilliteracy,, the writer /
indicated the elements which should be takeh into consideration, saying
that the project should involve a/brief an&urgent plan and a detailed.
Plap for a periOd ranging from six to nine months. .

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY IN SAUDI ARABIA

65. Zaidan, El-Sayyed Abdul 'Seder, "'Al-"Awamil'Al-Shakhsiyyah
Al4olusathirah 'a Al-Tahseel Al-Dire/5i", (The personal Factors
Influenci,g Ace., plishment),"Al-Tawthee9 Al-ThrbaW magazine,
(Educatio 1 il, umentation), Saudi Arabia, Issue No. 12, (October 1976),

Pp. 11-13. l

After describing personality traita :land showing the methods whereby
ene\peracin is distinguished from another, the writer described the,
eharacteriatie behavior. of an extrovert Pupil showing how ho attempts
to establish numeroup relationships with other people adding that he

leknown to be flex0ole and excels in social intelligence.



I

Introvert pupils, on the' other hand, are characteristically known .

*for their internally-oriented activities, establishing social relationships
of a deeplind profound nature and possessing an ability to be creative.

Concluding his article, the writer related'the,findings obtained from,

pupils, showing how the introverts and the extroverts reacted to an.
an. experimental study he had conducted on a sample of primarY school

...aoadeMie-curriulum Cra'MepliUSI degree,Of difficulty
.

EDUCATIONAL REIATIONSHIPS IN JORDAN

'Al-Ayyubi, Isha4 Mohamed,,"Al-Tafa'ul Al2Saffi", (Class Interaction
"Risalat AlrMu'allim", (Teacher's Mission),:jordan,,19th year, Issue
No:. IV, (October-December 1976), pp.

Falowipg an explanation of what is meant by class interactioni-an47.::
. _

an indication of the role it, plays in determining-the,mutual behaviour
of the,-Oacher and'hispupils,,in,the,elasproom, theWriter sho ed the--
extent to whiohateaCher influences 1-tiepupils in class, whetI er
directly or indirectly. He. also showed the extent to which such
influence changes according to educational situations and diff rs
from One teacher to another.

.Discussing the laws of class interaction, the writer described the
role of both the-teither-inetheUPila, eMphasizingthe-importance of
students' performance in such interaction and their success in .

pursuing it.

lastly, the writer dealt with the role of the school with its Various
chases, being a sebiaIA.nstitution. He glso dealt with the class,
community which represents a social structure exposed to a large number
of influencing factors mentioned by the writer: He showed how types off'
conduct are developed as S-resUlt'of these factors.

:,67. Siham Rafiq, "Al'Ilaqatr-tri-Tarbawiyyah bayna Al-Mu'allimat
Wa-Talibat", (Educational Relationships between Mistresses and Girl
Students), "Risalat AlHWallim", (Teacher's Mission), Jordan, 19th
year, Issue No.-4, 7October- December 1976), pp. 44-471

Eeginning he* study, the writer stated how she felt, there existed a
problem of misunderstanding regarding various situations on the part

t 1
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of school mistresses or girl students,,creating art unhealthy atMOSphere
and Causing differenceS in opinion between them:-

- .

The-writarherv,explaihed.theaimi3 of her study 'and `the Methods adopted
to gathet:th's Iteeeolary'inforMation. Upon analysing the collected .

information, the Writer .determined the factors which' caused this
phenomenon and adVancedlier on hypotheses for doing:.-away with this
problem. .

^4, ,

Shea called for open discuSSiona,-beiween school mistresses and girl
students, describing'her own experience in this respect and showing the
results obtained frOM 'this experiment.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

In Arab:countries

'Irtan, "Ai-Bahth Al-Muwajjin Ill-'Aural;
Tibi'atuhu Wa-DarUratuhu fil-Tarbiyah", (Action-Orienting Research;
Its Nature-and its Necessity in Ed0Cation), "Risalat Al-Mu'allie,
(Teacher's Mission),

1r
Jordan, 19th year, IssueNo. iijiiriiiiY4farch

1976), pp. 42-48.

*
.The wrlter began ,his article with an indication of the importance of:.
cooperative action in the face of educitional problems,showing the
advantagea'of. the,methedof action-orienting research.

Explaining the value of educational research, the writer'showad
,how it provides men of research with certain personal attributes and
intellectual characteristics. He reviewed ite'impaet on enhancing
educational effectiveness, improving curricula-and enriching teaohing.
methods,

After reviewing. the preetippositions which make educational research
boticbeneficial and.,accePtable, the writer dealt with traditional
educational research as contrasted with action-orienting, research,
shoicing the differences between both methods.

He rent. on to explain the method and procedure of act on-orienting
research, stressing the value of cooperative-work in s process.

Concluding hiS article, the.writer enumerated the mo qualities
required in teachers practieing_actien-orienting roseareh.



0. 81.-Kholi, Mohamed Ali, "Muqawwimat Al-Hahth A-Tarbawi", (Require-
ments in Educational Research), "Al-'1 awtheeq Al-Tarbswi", (Educational
Documentation), Issue No. 12, (October 1976), pp. 14-17.

The article started with definition of educational research, following
whioh the writer dealt with the trends of educational researoh being:
descriptive, analytidal, experimental and appraisal.

Dealing-with the aims. of educational research, the writer enumerated
the major fields of research, specifically evaluation of general
educational targets, curricula and school examinations, analysis of
examinations,. undertaking field experiments and compilation of data On
the eduoational problems and the status of education.

Methods of educational research explained by the writer include
questionnaires, interviews, observation of the process of edugation
and experimentation. He mentioned the prerequisites for karuceessful
educational research.

At the 'end of his article, the writer dealt with the basics of educational
research, concentrating on the stating of the problem, the careful
hoiol of the samples the use of reliable,tools in collecting data,
the familiarity with principles of educational statistics, the examination
of differences through use of statistics end the proper designing of the
experiment.

In Jordan

70. Al-Kilani, Majed 'Irsan, -"Al-Bahth Al-Muwajjih Lil-'Amal; Uslub ,

Jadid La-Mil'alajat Al-Mushkila(Al-Thrbawiyyah", (Action-Orienting
Research; A New Method for Dealing with Educational Problems),

,(Teacher's Mission), Jordan, 19th year, Issue_------
NOTI,T6ctober-December 1976), pp. 37-43

).

After defining action-orienting researches a new method which
links proficiency development to work itself, the writer indicated the
siEsnificance of this method in deducting facts and detecting skills
through which problems could be solved and -appropriate solutions for
theM could be devised in fields of education.

The writer went on to,review the presuppositions of the action-orienting
research, dealing with each of the various stages vhich organize the
programme of this method of research and reviewing the steps involved
in each of these stages.
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Iikthe first stage, the writer dealt with the determination of the
problem' and its formulation in efashion lending itself readily to
research. He also dealt with the formulation of the research's
hypotheses and the elements to be taken into considerations in the
latter formulation.

In the second stage, the writer dealt with the designing. of 'reeearoh
such as questionnaires, interviews and meetings designed for

developing the researdh. He described as well specimens of other tools
of research, such as observation, surveys and comparison.

4

In the third stage of research, the writer dealt wi the manner in
which hypotheses may be tested and data compiled, d analysed.

ConOluding his artiole, the writer explained hoiw programmes of
action- orienting research may be organized and showed the importance
of 000peyative work in this respect.

EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS

In Arab Countries

71. League of Arab States, Arab. Organization for Eduoation, Culture and4 Sciences, "Nashrat Al-Ihsa'aat Al-Tarbdwiyyah fil-Watan Al-'Arabi
Li1-1Aamm Al-Dirasi 1973/1974", (Bulletin of Educational StatistioS
in the Arab Homeland for the SphoolW1].071A44T, Cairo, iff7-
19g-pages.

The aims of the Bulletin and the methods used in compiling its
material are set forth in its introduction.

The Bulletin's first of four parts contains educational statistics of
the Arab homeland, both as to quantity and as to quality.

.

Part 2 consists of general statistics on general and higher education
in the Arab homeland.

The third part contains a statistical analysis of education in the
Arab homeland,mhile Part 4 explains the.. detailed results obtained
from the statistical analysis of general and university education in
the Arab homeland. '

k

Statistics are grouped in sets dealing with the number of schools
as to their type and hatur, In the various edUoational stages, the
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number. of aliases end pupils,. the density of elapses, the distribution
of teachers according. to their academic qualifications and the

share of the teaching staff. Statistical data alto deal
with the number of students registered in final years, sitting
for examinations and receiving certificates.

The Bulletin, further contains appendices and charts on students'
density and the ratio of students to the number of population in each
Arab'CoUntri in the various stages of education.

In Bahrain

72. State of Bahrain, Ministry of Education, Directorate of Educational
?Wining, "Statistics of Education for the School Year_2975/76",
Manamah, 106759 pages.

Following an introduction on the importance of statistics to men of
research and students of the'educational system in Bahrain, the .

docUment gave a historical backg;round of the islands of Bahrain and
their educational progress. .

Statistic, contained in this document are divided into thirteen parts.

Part one oonsijta of statistics on the population, educational expenditure,
schoOls, students, personnel of the, educational machinery and the
Ministry", adminiatrative get up, school buildings and schools'
transportation facilities.

The second part contains statistics on primary education showing the number
of pupils, classrooms and teachers.

While Part 3 deals with preparatory education, Part 4 1W-concerned
with'statistics on general secondary education.'

The fifth lart'contains statistics on technical, industrial and commercial
education evening vocational training centres and the Gulf Industrial
College.

Part 6 reviews statistics on high education, whether as to" the number
of students or as to Eraduates, scholars and external students following
courses in foreign universities.

The seventh'part contains statistics on religious- education for
pops only, while Part 8 reviews the number of pupils and teachers
id non-governmental schools.
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In the ninth part, statistics are given on the number of blind pupils
studying in Al-NUr (Light) Institute for the Blind.

Part 10 is concerned with the number of'participants in training
panels and symposia divided according to the place and topic of the
panel.

The eleventh part shows the number of classes and enrolment in
~literacy centres and the number of supetvisors and teachers in,them.

. 1

Statistica contained in Part ,12 show the.examination results of the
,general secondary, commercial and industrial certificates.

The thirteenth part consists of cultural etatietics,on the number of
employeesi books and periodicals in the public, library and its
branches as well as the number of book-borrowers according to sex
during- 1975.

In Saudi, Arabia,

73. Saudi Arabia, Ministry. of Education, Centre for Statistical
. Data and Educational Documentation, "KhulasatIheaiyyah 'an Tatweer
Al-Tatleem fil-Mamlakah Al-'Arabiyyah Al-Sa'udiyyah fil-Sanawat
Al rah 1389/90 H. - 1394/95.H.", (Statistical Briefs on the

velopment of Education in Saudi Arabia during:the7fiet Six Yeats
1369/90 H. -171H.)," Riyadh, 13,96-k., 1 tables -TIn

The Document contains statistical tables on education in Saudi Arabia
during the last six yeard.,

These tables inolude statistics on kindergarten, teachers and administrators,
on the primary'stage and both the intermediary and secondary stages, on
men and women teacher training institutes and centres for complementary
:studies, on the schools where the Quraan is memorized and on the
technical, private and high eduCation.

N,

Some tables'are also devoted to classes, students, teachers and
administrators in popular culture schools:

. f

In conclUsion, stat stirsties of the budget of education, its development
over the years unde consideration and its proportion to the State
Budget are also given.
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. In Syria

74. Syrian Arab Republic, Miniatry of Edudation, Directorate of Planning
and-Statimtica, "Statistics on Education and Exam tiona for the
School Year 19706ff,lemisc 1976. 402 pages.

-This,docuMent'eonalats of Loot of statiatioal tab ea ,indicating the
extent of development of educiaion.and eximinatioris in the Syrian
Arab Republic) during the aChool year 1975/76.

Following an introduction showing the importance of thit document to
men of research and indicating the development of the budgets of the,
various stages and types of education from 1960-1976, the annual coat
per pupil in the 5-Year Plan of 1971/76, the development in the number
'of pupils in a atages of education from 1966/67 *to 1975;6, a
pet of talastica on the population of Syria and, the propo ion of
pupils to the-population were given.

The text of'the document falls into seven parts.

Part 1 coflt:ri's statistics on primary education which are divided
Into three ets namely, governMental primary education, private primary
edycation and UNRWA"primary'educatiorf.

--4Iltrefiecond partionsists.of statistics on preparatory education
and are divided along the,same lines of the primary education statistics.

Part 3 is eoncerned with secondary education statistics; while the
fourth par comprises statistics on technical, industrial, women and
commercial education.

In the fifth part are giFen statistics dealing with the development of
education apontored by other Ministries,. such as the Shar'i education
sponsored by the Ministry of Waqfs (Reltgious Endowments) and the
agricultural education.

Part 6 contains statistics men and women teacher training colleges,
intermediate institutes for Leacher training, institutes of industrial
'training and physical education institutes.

The seventh and last part-reviews the results of annual and public
examinations in the school year 1975/76.
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EDUCATIONAL SUPERVISION IN JORDAN

75: .
"Al-Ishraf Al-Tarbami kama Yarahu Al-Mu'allimoun; Direaah

Maidaniyyahu, (Educational SUpervisiOn as Viewed by Teachers; A Field
Study), prepared by the Section of Educational Supervision'of the Ministry'.
of Education in Jordan, ''Aisalat Ak-Mu'allim, (Teacher's Mission),
19th year, Issue No. 4, (October-December 1976), PP..6-10.

This study began with a review of the problem of educational supervision
and 'indicates the need'forusing new methods consistent with the new
.concept of educational supervision approved by 'Aqabah Educational
Conference.

Reviewing the questionnaire. prepared to survey the.opinion :of teachers
on the. manner in Which each method of supervision is' utilized, the
study indicated the value of saceMethod of supervision, the teachers'
opinion.on thevarioue changes Undergcne'by supervision as compared
with the supervisory process to which they are used

A review ismade of the outcome of the field studyarranged'in order
of priorities and tabulated in tables, the content8 of which were
analysed. .

A further review is Made of the outcome of the study as regards the
methods recently-used in supervision, giving the teacher& views and
subjecting these views to analysis in order to compare the old methods
of supervision to the useful new methods.

An account is given of the observations made by teachers on the programme
of supervision and the outstanding fields in which changes were
effected..

At the end of the study, .the teachers' views on the present status of
supervision, being an overall democratic process or ft process of

educational supervision centering around the teacher or a process, of
inspection aimed at holding teachers responsible are given. .

The rete of change in educational supervision was calculated in ordt
to determine to what extent teachers are aware of it.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE

In the Democratic, Republic of Yemen

76. Khan, Eashir Mohamed, "Ta-ammulat bisha-n Tadrees Al -Nigh h

A1- Injlisiyyah Wa-Rat' MuStawaha", (Thoughts on the Teaching of English

and how to Raise,its Standard), "Al-Tarbiyah A1- Jadidah ", (New Education),

Democratic Yemen; 2nd year, Issue No. 4, (March 1976), pp. 45-54.

Having stressed the: mportance of English language teaching in Yemeni

-schools and enumerating,the,factois which resulted in a weak standard

in these schools, the writer advanced suggestions designed to provide

a speedy remedy to this weakness.

In this. conneotion, he emphasized the need for giving thorough

training to-men end. Women teachers, thether in teacher'

colleges or, in the Faculty of Higher Education as well as to outstanding

men and Women teachers in primary school's':

Dealing with the curriculum, the writer showed haw, ,he.conceives it,

mentioning the elements to be taken into consideration at the time of

preparing the text books useciln Yemen. He also dealt with teaching

methods, describing the neW methods now applied.

Concluding his article, the writer held men and women teachers

responsible for finding solutions for the low'standard of English

language among pupils.

In Kuwait

77. HaggAg, All .Hussein, "He'd Al- Mafeheem Al-Khati'ah fi Talleem

Al-Lughth Al4niliziyyah", (Some Wrong Ideas on the Teaching of English),

tirasat Tarbawl , (Educational Studies), Kuwait, Issue No. 9, .

(February 1976), pp. 1-5.

Having indicated the aspects of teaching English as a.foreign langlage

in Kuwait which do not receive adequate attention, the writerishowia

how thl negligence has resulted. in a low standard of teaching.

The writer went on to say that'there are wrong ideas about the teaching

"of English which impair its progress. It is the duty of the teacher

to undermine these wrong ideas, he added.
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r
Wrong ideas, in the opinion:of the writer, are the Outcome of the

vagueness or non-identification of the aims of English teaching. .

Describing the teaching methods in Kuwait,, Whether adopted or suggested,

the writer showed it would be utterly ng to lay emphasis on form

4.14ther than-on content.

Reiewing sane aspects of ,.language teaching, the writer dealt with

visual aids, methods of evaluation and testing, objective and
Arsditional,examination Methods:and the so-called article writing method.
He also dealt with text books, .resumes and translation.

Referring some solutions,, whether convenflonal or suggested, the

Writ.* saiethewrong.ideas'cOuldbe done away through post-graduate
studies, utilization of text books which contain a variettof.methode

that do not Check the teacher's initiative and organizing panels'and

symposia for exchanging Vieweanddiscussing modern trends.

In Qatar
.

78. Nagi, Kemal, "mashrout Raiyd Li-Tatweer.Ta leem Al-Lughah

Al-Injlziyyah", (Pilot Plan for Developing English Teaching), "Al-

Tarbiyah", (Education), Qatar, Issue No. 16, '(July 197),. pp. 8-9.

i.

After emphasirLng the importance of learning' foreign languages in

general and English in particular 'in our age, which is an age of

rapproachement and understanding between nations, the writer reviewed

the stages through which English language teaching in Qatar has develop*

The writer then revi(Wed the new pilot plan which the Ministry of
Education intends tO implement, supported by all available expertise.

9

He also described the symposium' held by the Ministry in Doha for

discussing the methods of developing English language teaching,

reviewing the topics discussed and the recommendations adopted.

These recommendations, which will serve as a basis for the required

.

development, dealt with the shortcomings of Englith language teaching

in the schools of Qatar, the possibility of enhancing the effectiveness

of language teaching, the variable trends im language teaching, the

idea0 and principles to beiembodled in the curriCula, the on-job

training of teachers, examinationaand the cultural content of

English text books.
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ERADICATION OP-WITERACY AND ECONOMIC DEVEUMMEM
IN ARAB COUNTRIES

79. Ammar, Hamad, "Khawater hawla,A1-Mardud
Li -Mahw Al-Umiyyah", (Some Thoughts on the Social and koonomic Return
of Literacy Campaigns), Baghdad Conference on the Compulsory Eradication
of Illiteracy, Baghdad, May 8-15, 1976, (Conference's Activities and
Recommendations), Baghdad, Directorate-General of Educational Planning,
Ministry of Eduoatidn, 1976, pp. 155-170.

Following an introduction op. the deep gap, between' advanced end developing
countries in the field of knowledge and in the discovery.of-knoWledge,
the writer shoWed the extent to which Arab cultural heritage is. receptive,
to knowledge.

The writei, went on t&reviewthe pillars of economic develoPment,
stressing" the importance of developing hUman resources and pointing
to the role of planning in this respect. He also emphasised the need
fot utilizing petroleum' proceeds in developing human resources, indicating'
the relation between literacy Campaigns and economic development.

After reviewing the economic and social return of literacy campaigns,
the writer discussed thp inadequate programmes for developing-education
vind fighting illiteracy, saying that imperialism,- to which developing
countries were exposed, has had its.effect on such developMent.

a

In conclusion;'he enumerated.the,principal features of the war-waged
against illiteracy in Iraq which make this war-a'planned and overall
national campaign.

ca

ERADICATION OF ILLITERACY

Conferences-in Arab COuntries

80, "Ittijahat, Wa-Munalashat Wa-Tawziyyat Mu'Tamar Baghdad Li4lahw
Al-UMmiyyah", (Trends, Discussion8 and Recommendations of Baghdad
Conference on the Eradication of Illiteracy), Baghdad Conference on
the Eradication of Illiteracy, Baghdad, May 8-15, 1976, (Conference's
Activities and Recommendations), Baghdad, Directorate-General of
Educational Planning, =-Rinistry of Education, 1976, pp. 17-37.

The general discussions of this Conference revolved around the following
subjects: the. political proportions of the overall national campaign
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against i teraoy, the pan-Arab action in the national camPaign ,for
.,eradicating illiteracy, thelnew etrategy.fer wiping:out illiteracy, the
relation between the overall eodnomic development plans and the War
agaillat illiteracy, women's role in the illiteracy campaign, the
variablea;influencing the national campaign againatllliteraoy'andthe

, oindeptiven'needed. therefor, theeducational curricula and renoyatlons
jreqUired in anovnrall nettionalr,dampaign againat illiteracy, the training
of the indigenous staff required for wiping out illiteracy and a
review of the.world'a experience in, he_field,of Maltz illiteracy..

. . --,.
1 . .

Recommendations adopted by the Conference included recommendations for
a strategy of,literacy.campaigns, for. the.administrative machinery
needed to ensure euccessful work in fighting illi eracy, for the
necessary programmes of action-and'how to follow them up, for the training
of the persOnnel and the preparation of curricula and text 'books and for
the material and sooial incentives which would guarantee the waging of
euccessful campaigns against illiteracy.

81. Baghdad Conference on the Compulsory' Eradication of Illiteracy,
Baghdad, May 8-15, I976,(Conference's Activities and Recommendations
Baghdad; DirectorateGeneral of Educational Planning, Ministry of
Education, 1976. 1102 pages. J

At the begibning of this, document, a t4legram addressed by the Conference
to the Resident of the Republic was reproduced. It gave a brief accent
of the Conference's national and-pan-Arab aims.

The. text of the Document itself ,tell into two pagtos e

Part 1 contained a'review of the Conference's alms and tasks, a list
of the Committees formed within the Conference and the names of participants.
It also gave a general review of the Conference's trends and recommendations
and an account of the discussions which took place in it.

A number oaf appendices were 1115ierided, containing the names of participants,
the Conference's agenda and the Committees' reports.

4

Part.2consiste of a set of the papers and s udies presented in the
Conference and dealing with the social and e onomie return of illiteracy,
campaigns, the strate of fighting illite cy, the curricula and text

;'IbOoks uaed in literac campaigns, the new educational devices. applied
in eradioating illiteracy, the material requirements for wiping out
illiteracy and the experience of other countries in fighting illiteracy, '
such as China and Cuba.
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CurricUli --Iraq

`82. Al- Munahi, Anisah Mohamed Hassan, "Bahth Al-Manahij Wal7KUtub
AI-Edrasiyyah AI-Iaximah LX-Tahqiq Ahdaf.A1=Hamlah Al-Watapiyyah Al-
Allamilth'Ll-MahwpAl-Umiyyah", (A Study on the Curricula and Text Books
Needed 'for the Realization of the Aims of the National Overall
Campaign for Fighting Illiterady), by Anisah Mohamed Hassan-Al-Munshi `

and Ibrahim Khalil Shehab, Baghdad Conference for Compulsory Eradication
of Illiteracy, Baghdad, May 8-15, .1976, ,"COnference'S Activities and-

-RecommendationsBaghdad,,Directorate=General for Educational Planning,
Rrastry of Education, 1916, pp. 331 -3E9.

In
.

their introduction, the writers defined both kinds of literacy
campaign, the traditional,one,fand the:functional. They explained why
the traditional type'has been a failure:

.

After,reviewing the modern concept of,curriculti the.general
and specific aims of literacy curricula, the write 4Cbscribed the
Alfferencet between students covered,by the overall national campaign
against illiteracy tie to.tbpir age, aex and economic and Social background,
adding that these AlfferenCes should be taken into consideration at the
time of preparing the curricula and text books utilized in literacy
.classes.

The writers went on to show how knowledge ofmodern theories of education
has its bearing qp the selection of courses, activities and teaching
.methods, Indicating the procedure whereby learning experiences which
students.are required to acquire may be selected.

They also showed how the cOntents'of curricula may be organized and
what criteria may be used in such organization.

Following a review of the characteristics which literacy instructors
should possess, the writers concluded their article saying that the
present text books used in literacy'centres should be developed and 4

new books should be written in the light of the criteria mentioned in
the article.

They ended their article with a list of Arabic' :nd foreign references
Iconsulted in the compilation of their material.

r.
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In Arab Countries

83. Saber, Mohyeddine, 74a14Miyyat Al-'Amal Al-Wataniyyah
1±Shamilah it -Mahw Al-UMiyyahn, (Pan-Arab Action in the Overall
indigenous Campaign for Eradicating Illiteracy), Baghdad Conference on
the Compulsory Eradication of Illiteracy; Baghdad.May,&15; 1976,
(Conference's Activitiesand'Recommendations), Baghdad, Directorate-
General of Educational Planning, Ministry. of Education, 1976, pp. 2396.257:

Following a'revieif of the fundamentals Of the problefit of education and
its various aspects and a discussion on contemporary ciVilization and
the. relation between human knowledge and democracy of learning, the
writer'dealt with illiteracy, explaining its meaning and describing
its features 84.6 sources.

, 1W

Discussing the problem of illiteracy in nib countries and indiOating
its percentage in each country, the writer explained why the percentage
of illiterates differs fran one country to another, In this, connection,
he related the outcome of-the experiments undertaken in Saudi.Arabia, /
the State of Kuwait, the State of,Qatar and the United Arab-Emirates
to stem the tide of illiteraCy. Be also described the effoitts exerted
by Iraq in the compulsory eradication of illiteracy, showing the role
played by popular initiative in this respect.

Concluding his article, the writer pointed to the method whereby
Pan-Arab action may be taken to wipe out illiteracy.

84. Nofal, Mphamed Nabil, "Mahw Al-Ummiyyah Wa-Khutat Al-Tanmiyah
Al-Qawmiyyah; Al-Itar A l-Nazari Lil-Mushkilahu, (The Eradication of
Illiteracy and National Development Plans; The Theoretical Frametfork
of the Problem), Baghdad Conference on the Compulsory Eradication of
Illiteracy, Baghdad, May 8-15, 1976, (Conference's Activities and
Recommendations), Baghdad, Directorate-General of Educational Planning,
Ministry of Education, 1976, pp. 122-153.

After pointing to the role played by the human element in the national
economic development, the writer stressed the importanceNof education
as an investment having bearing on the economic and productive activity.

The writer went on,to review'the difficulties encountered in measu ng
the economic development of education and described the relations p
between education and brain work. He then reviewed the studies un ertaken to
determine the impact of age, period of service and education on skill.
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In,thslatter part:of his article, the writer dealt with economic

development:in the Arab World as it relates-to education and illiteracy,

**Owing how the sudden wealth which appeared in some' Arab coUntries

his been influential. in changing the.econOteiC:and'-edaiel
structure -of

these countriea.' He also ShOsed how the adoption of planning as t

method and style mai operative in the realization of economic develop-

meet.

The writer further re-dewed the needs -created as a result of the increas

rates of developmeht in .Arab countries,
describing the extent. of

interest shown in education by Arab:'cOuntries and the. obetacles

hindering education from performing its task in creating thejuman

q elements needed for economic develOpMent.

In this part of his article, the writer indicated the economic return

from eradicating illiteracy, saying that the bad effect of illiteracy

lies in its being an obstacle to pricgress.

85. Al-Rawi,Busari',_
"Al-Takamul bayna Hathalat Mahw Al-Ummiyyah

Wal-Teleem Al-Nizami fi Itar Al-Teleem Al-Mustammer Made Al-Hayah",

(Integrating the Campaigns against Illiteracy with Systematic Education

within the Framework of a Life-Time Perpetual Education), Baghdad

Conference on CoMpulsory
Eradicationsof'IIIi.teracy, Baghdad, May

8-15, 1976, "Conference's Activities
and-Recommendations", Baghdad,

Directorate-General for EdUcational Planning,Ainistry
of EducatiOn,

1976, pp. 259-218

After explaining the
aims-sought by the writer frOm writing this ,

article, he gave a definition of life-time perpetual
education. and the

integrative approach to problems, then showed the volume and causes

of the phenomenon of illiteracy and indicated how illiteracy affects

societies and their economic development and progress.

The writer went on.ip describe the condition of illiteracy'in-the Arab

society, giving its percentage and showing how it contributes to.

the society's backwardness.

Touching upon illiteracy in the Iraqi community, the writer mentioned.

its causes and described how widespread 1t is. He also-showed the

manner in which the Iraqi RevOlution dealt with this problem saying

that literacy campaigns ehould'be
combined with systematic education

in an integrative effort and adding that both the systematic education

and the spread of illiteracy in Iraq are interrelated, with each Of

them affecting the other.
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'4E0 reviewed the:comprehensive method whereby;soUrc a of illiteracy may
be-pealed oft' within the framework of an overall educational outlook. ,A1
4

ling. with primary education, the Wtiter:cilled for its compulsory
:Atonement on all children and the treatmentof the .phenomenon-of
01710.0A4S and failures, Whether in the regulatedholastio'system or

,0jiteracY'dentres.

condluding hie article, the writer et r eased "t'h+e need of givirig

speCial attention to lads (between the agCTOZ.10 and 15), saying that.
systiOatic education should Combine ita effort0 with the literacy
-campaigns in order to put a final end to the problem of illiteracy.

86. lla, Fakhruddin, "AI-MUstandathat Al4arbawlyyah fi Majal
Mahw Al- miyyah", (New Educational De:Vices 10 "`;the Field of Illiteracy
Ersdl tion), Baghdad Conference on Compulsory Eradication of Illiteracy,
Ba; May 8-15, 1976, "Conference's Activities and Reoommendations,
Baghdad Dfreotorate7 eneral of Educational Planning, Ministry of
Educati , 1976, pp. -394.

Beginning his article, the writer showed how theintroduction of
.

writing and printing and the utilization of electrical machines
hive beeninfluential in the dissemination of information, in communica
tions and in education.

After revidWinOhe criteria by which the effectiveness of the
teaching systeM4is measured, thevriter taiked'on the new devices
introduced 41 the campaign against illiteracy in Arab countries, such .

as the televis4)n, prograMmed education (which is also effective
in followi4-up illiterates), the application of the moats of
internatio0a1 reaearch in literacy campaigns, the utilization of audio
visual aids in adult education and the introduction of package and _

bag deals as a new system:of education.

In conclusion, the writer showed -Wets traditional education affects the_
newly-introduced.educational devices.

4

87. 'Ebeid, Ahmad,Hassar4 "Hawla Ijraat:Mahw Al-UMmiyyah Bil-Bilad
Al-'Arabiyyah", (OnAhe Measures of Fighting Illiteracyin Arab
Countries), Baghdad'Conference on Compulsory. Eradication of Illiteracy,
Baghdad, Mai 8-15, *16, "Conference's Activitiee and Recommendations',
Baghdad, Lirectorateeneral of Educational Planning, Ministry of
Education,: 1976, ppj439-453
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After explaining Boma general trends" explaining the meaning of
illiterar and indicating the share of illiteracy appertaining.to the
population of deireloping countries, the writer mentioned certain factors
which help in placing the phenomenon of illiteracy in its proper
perspective and, in giving it its true diMensions:

The writer went.on to show the difference between adult education and
the eradication of illiteracy, giving the reasons which justify the
campaigns launched against illiteracy.

Ho suggested that the eradication of illiteracy should be treated as
a preparatory or transition stage in a system of adult education
which would culminate in the grant of some certificates and diplomas.

The writer argued-that it would be preposterous to enact a legislation
'forcing illiterates to attend literacy classes, adding it would be
more appropriate to provide circumstances which wo d make illiterates
feel the need'for acquiring the ability to read and its.

After reviewing the efforts deployed to fight illite cy and'showing the
attitude of illiterates towards them, the writer merated the' guidelines
fora successful campaign against illiteracy.

In Iraq

88. El-Ghannam, Mohamed Ahmed, "Al-Istratijiyyah Al-Jadidah Li-MahW
Ummiyyat Al-Kibar fil-'Iraq", (The New Strategy. for Eradicating the
Illiteracy of Adults to Iraq), Baghdad Conference on the Compulsory
Eradication of Illiteracy, Baghdad, May'8-15, 1976, (Conference's
Activities and Recommendations), Baghdad, Directorate-General of
Educational Planning, Ministry of Education, 1976, pp. 105-121.

After giving the scientific definition Of strategy, the writer
dealt withIlliteracy among adults (15 years and above) in Arab countries
and in other regions of the world in 1970 and thf!iforecast of the number
and percentage of adult illiterates in Arab countries until the year
1990, reproducing statistical tables to demOnstrate his argument.

Reviewing the efforts exerted by the Government of Iraq in fighting
illiteracy, the-Writer described the !itgnposts on the road to combatting
illiteracy in Iraq, saying that the overall rational campaign waged
by the Government is aimed at reaching a large number ofilliterates
wit the aid of all national and popular energies available and



the proviiion of all material and scientific poseibi4ities needed

for this campaign.
, . ,

Towards this end, Iraq has given reconsideration to the classical

methods employed in fighting illiteraoy,'f iced a carefully studied time.

//41:limit. for the campaign, adopted planning basis for any action in

fighting illiteracy, develoOed a system of incentives and controls for'

the campaign, emphasized p6opaganda and popular awareness, reconsidered

legislations governing the campaign against illiteracy and decided to

realize full compulsory education in the primary, stage in the next
few years to be eventually extended to subsequent stages.

89. Al-Bassam, Abdul Azia, "Diresah 'an IstratijiyylahJadidah
Muqtarahah Li-Mahar Al-Ummiyyah fil-'Iraq", (Study on a Suggested- New

Strategy for Eradicating Illiteracy in Iraq), Baghdad Conter:nce on

Compulsory Eradication of Illiteracy, Baghdad, May 8-15, 1976, (Conference's

Activities, and Recommendations), Baghdad, Directorate-General of Educational

Planning, Ministry of Education, 1976, pp. 171-238.

This article falls into six parts.

Part 1, begins with an introduction outlining the topics covered in

this article and linlcing them to an earlier study on the same

subject by the same author.

In this part, the writer gives a definition of the term "strategy','

and describea the gigantic nature of the problem of illiteracy. He

shows how the educational policy in Iraq has changed its approabh to

the campaign against illiteracy, describes the present efforts made

in,the field of fighting this social scourage and points to future

prospects.

Part 2 deals with the relations between the community (with'its social,

economic,cultural and political aspects) and the declared war against

illiteracy. In this connection, the writer discussing the following

subjects: the need for basing anti-illiteracy efforts on social

philosophy; the need for combining the campaign against illiteracy

with the overall economic development efforts; the need for emphasizing

the democratic content of the literacy campaign; and the need for realizing

an adjustment between the war Igainst illiteracy and the movement of

the society and for developing action against illiteracy within the

framework of the Society.

4
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The third part of the article deals with the elements of the strategy
Contemplated for educational fields, showing the nature of the war
against illiteracy, the basic methods of education, the relation.,
between the Literacy campaign and achool education and the trends of
literacy programmes, their basic elements and the general principles for
their development.

Part 4 deals with the elements of educational strategy in fields of
organization. Subjects dealt with in this part are: the role of popular
organizations in the overall campaign for eradicating illiteracy; the
need for developing the legislations governing literacy campaigns;
the organization of the necessary propaganda for the oampaign against
illiteracy and the provision of the human and material sources
required for the campaign.

The fifth part deals with the preparation of a fullrfledged plan for
fighting illiteracy and shows the manner in which such plan may be
worked out.

The sixth and last part consists of an outline of the topics dealt with
in the article.

A list of Arabic and foreign-language references consulted by the writer
in compiling his material is given at the end of the article.

In Jordan

90. Al-Jindi, Moussa, "Tatawwur Mahw -...A1-Uffimiyysh fil-Urdun", (Develop
ment of Literacy Campaigns inJordan), "Ta'leem Al-Jamaheer",*(Mase
Education), Cairo, 3rd year, Issue. No. 5, (January 1976), pp. 91-103.

In a historical synopsis on the' development of adult education acid its
regulating laws in Jordan, the writer reviewed the various endeavours
aimed at wiping out illiteracy, mentioning those undertaken by the
Government, by private organizations and by the Higher Committee for
Adult Education and Eradication of Illiterkcy, mentioning as well the

legislations connected therewith.

After indicating the proportions of the problem in the lighy of the
latest census taken of the population and the percentage, of
the writer reviewed the present curricula and educational material,
used in centres of adult education and literacy ommpaigns and described
the syllabi followed and the teacher training sessions organized
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for the benefit'of the centre's instructors, touching upon the
budgetary appropriations allocated for this purpose.

The writer went onto review the various projects and programme*
of literacy campaigns in Jordan, mentioning $0, this respect the
projected evening classes, the seiectivesdan for eradicating illiteracy
in Al-Buq'ah Camp, the pilot plan forArdueating labourers, the field
symposium of functional education and ihdustrial development and the
10-year planfor fighting illiteracy.

Concluding his Article, the writer reviewed the efforts exerted by the

charitable societies in fighting illiteracy indicating the difficulties
encountered in teaching adults ip,Jordan.

Future proapects-of literacy campaign in Jordan were not overlooked
by the writer who described the future awaiting Jordan as a result of
the, efforts exerted in this field.' .

91. Abul Rabb, Ahmed Mabmotd, "Dawafit'Al-'13Mmel Ale Al-Tanmiyah
Wa-Mahw Al-Uhmiyyah", (Labourers' Drives to Realize Economic Development
and Eradicate Illiteracy), "Risalat Al-Mutallim", (Teacher's Mission),
19th year,.Issue No. 1, (January- Parch 1916YIPP. 59-62.

At the-Outset of his article, the. writer indicated the .aims of literacy
centres in companies and factories'andahord how illiteracy affects
the development process.

The writer went on to explain thitaims sought from the eradication of
illitergey, saying that literacy develops the worker's mentality,
facilitates dialogue between the management, the labourers and
awakens the conscience of the workmen to pe eat their work.

Explaining the -study conducted byh1M to d termine the labpurers'
motives to economic development and literacy, the writer described the
method used in his study, the sample chosen for the research and the
questionnaire oonducted among the sample labourer,.

After reviewing the outcome of the questionnaire to which labourers
responded, and stating the resultsyxpected from this study, the writer
reviewed the complaints voiced by labourers, showing tNitilitficulties

they face in 'literacy classes.
en,

A summary of the article nerved as a conclusion.
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In the Sudan

92.''Al-Safi, Hashem Abu Zaid, "Methyl Al-UMmiyyah fi-Sudan", (Eradication
Of Illiteracy in the Sudan), "TeleemAl-Jamaheer" magazine (Maas
-Edueation),'Cairo, 3rd year, Issue No. 5,'(January 1976), pp, 104-112..

After giving some statistical data on the Sudan's area, its propo*tionate
area to the entire area of the African continent) its population!and
their characteristics, the various categories of the population atdi
their percentage in the general census and the extent of contrii tion
made:by.these categories to national production and income, the writer
reviewed the developmenta brought about by the endeavours to fight
'illiteracy and the efforts exerted and being exerted to comtat
peOple's illiteracy since 1948 and until 1965, mentioning all local
regional and international attempts made during these years to stress
the functional aspects of fighting illiteracy.

The writer went on to mention the new trends in this field since 1969
as well as some of the principles which conduct the strategy of fighting
illiteracy in the Sudan as to their content and performante.

Concluding his article, ,the writer reviewed the national programme
formulated for the eradication of illiteracy which was initiated is.
1975 and spreads over four yearadrescribing its basis, long and Mort
term aims, work plan, levels of.trairangrand the institutions respOnsible
for the implementation of think, me.

EVALUATION IN ARAB COUNTRIES

93. Mousse, Ja'far 'Ali, "Makanat Al-Taeweem Wal-QAyas fil-Tarbiyah
Wal-Teleem", (The Place of Evaluation and Measurement in Education),
"A17Mea11im.A1-Jadid" magazine) (The New Teacher), Iraq, Vol. 38,
Issue No. 2, (1976 , pp. 29-37.

The writer began his article with an explanation of the types of
evaluation and measurement, showing their importance and advantages.

Commenting on the relation between cvaluationand the function of a
modern school, the writer explained first the meaning and aims of
evaluation, then indicated the difference between evaluation and
measurement, showed the difficulties encountered by both and
mentioned the principal requirement for an efficient evaluation of
pupils.
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:The Writer emphasised the need for a continuous process of evaluation
throughout the period, of study, Saying that evaluation should be
comprehensiVe and should be carried out through a cooperative effort
on the part of all those concerned,

4

EXAMINATIONS
iat

In Iraqi Primary Schools

94. Hussein, Khamis El-Haj, "Adwaa Ilghaa Al-Imtihan Al-Wizari
Li-Marhalet Al-Dirasah Al-Ibtidaiyyah", (Light Cast on the Abolition
of the Public Examination of the Primary Education Stage), "Al-Mu'allim
Al-Jadid", (The New Teacher), Iraq, Vol. 38, 'Issue No. 2, (iOfb), .

pp. 22-28.

As an introduction to his article, the writer gave a definition of
examinations and indlrated their shoitcoming$, showing their weak
points and inadequacy as revealed by the present .system of examinations
in the. light of their aims and purposes.

The writer went on to enumerate the causes which led the Ministry
of Education in Iraq to abolish the public examinations held for the
primary tage.

After ting his own suggestions rewding the controls to be exercised
as a ns of evaluation following the abolition of examinations, the
write stressed the importance of this move from an educational
point of view, whether as regards the pupil or the teacher and the
Ministry of Education.

Concluding his article, he called on teachers to assume their duties
in ensuring that the experiment of abolishing examinations in the
primary stage comes to a, successful conclusion.,

In Jordan

,95. Lafi, Abdul Hayy, "Al-Qalaq fil-Imtihan Wal-But' fil-Kitabah",
(Anxiety in Examinations and Slowness in Writing), "Risalat
(Teacher's Mission), .Jordan, 19tb,year, Issue No. 4, ?October- December
1976), pp., 65-72.
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(
The writer started his article with a review of the problem he writhes

to study,,, showing how he feels towards it and explaining some of the

concepts, methods and procedures utilized by him.

He went on to describe the assumptions usedJn his survey and related'

the previous studies which aimed at treating the problem of anxiety in

examinations. 11

The writer described his assumptions, the questionnaire prepared by

him and showed how he collected the necessary data to find out to

what extent anxiety is correlative to examinations. -)

Furthermore, the writer conducted sessions with his samples from'which

he concluded that relaxation is a successful treatment of anxiety.

As evidence of the progress realized by the semple-ttudent, the writer

listed the grades obtained in all subjects in three successive

stages.

In Preparatory Schools -.Jordan

96. The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Legislations, Laws, Regulations...

ete., "CirOular No. 28/2/8006 Dated February 28, 1976 in Connection

with the Failing Pupils in the General Preparatory Certificate Examina

tion of I974/75 and Addressed to Inspectors of Education in Governotates

and Provinces", "Risalat Al-Mu'allim", (Teacher's Mission), Jordan,

19th year, Issue No. 1, (January -March 1976), 13:71.

This Circular consists of two clauses.

The first clause sets forth the Minister's Resolution in connection

with the requirements for sitting for the third year preparatoi,y annual

examination in 1976 by those pupils who are not enrolled in regular

schools and who sat for the General Preparatory Certificate Examination

of 1974/75.

The'clause also indicates the necessary procedure for permitting

eligible pupil's to sit for that examination.

Clause 2 of the Circular sets forth-the Minister's Resolution for

examining those pupils VI° are n9t covered by the provisions of the

preceding clause.
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In Saudi' Arabia

97. Al-SukkariAbdul Fattah, "Kayfa'Nastafeed min Al-Ikhtibarat?",
(How do we Benefit bY-Examinations?), "Al-Tawtheeq Al-Tarbawi"
magazine, (Educational Documentation), Saudi Arabia, Issue No. 12,

(October 1976), pp. 21-24.

Beginning his article, the writer indicated the function of examinations:
and mentioned some of their aspects which could be subjected to a
profitable and fruitful. study, thus revealing a number of important
factors inherent in exam nations.nations.

In this connection, he lled for conducting a serious study'of the
examination dates, the time,allotted for each subject, the system
of testing, the examination sheet, the subjects contained in aquestions'
sheet, the wording of questions, the general arrangement of the questions'
sheet,. the answering sleets, the system of grading and the grades
allowed for class work during the year.

Concluding hisartiele, the writer Reinted to the results which could
be, obtained from such a stUdyshowing how any such study may be made
to`:` serve its purposes.

98. Al-Manfus, Abdul Aziz Mohaned, "mulahazat bawls Leihat Al-
Imtihanat'Al-Jadidah".-(RemarksNon the New Ex4minations Regulation),
"Al-Tawtheeq Al-Tearbawi", (Educational Documentation), Issue No. 12,

(October 1976), pp. 9-11.

The writer began his article with an introduction in which he explained
his aims in throwing light on the new Regulation for Examinations
issued in Saudi Arabia, eompring-it to the previous Regulation.

In this connection, he observed that the old Regulation treated the
school year as one entity, while in the new Regulation, tVie school
year is divided into terms and semesters, which helps pupils to study
the curricula in instalments.

S)

de also observed that the old Regulation laid all emphasis on the final-
examination at the end of the year, whereas the new Regulation provided
for periodical examinations spread out over the school year. The writer
showed the educational effect of this step on pupils.
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The new Regulation, the writer added, gives Ipecial interest to the
teacher's role in the teaching process and in the evaluation of pupils.

Concluding his article, the writer mentioned that public examinations
and certificates represented the sole interest of the old Regulation
while the newly -iseued Regulation give equal attention to both the annual
examinations and the_publie certificates examination

EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION - JORDAN

99. 'Ubaidat, Zawqan, "Al fawmq Wa-Takhalluf Al-Dirasi: Diraiah
Maidaniyyah", (Excellence Retardation.in Education; A Field
Study), "Risalit Al-Musallim", (Teacher's Mission), Jordan, Vol. 19,

Ia sue No. 1, (January-March 1976), PP. 511-,58.

In this article, the writer described a field study he had undertaken
on the subject of excellence and retardation of pupils. He began with
an indication of his aims ihd a description of the method utilized
in carrying out this survey. !le explained how he chose his. sample,
indicating its size and the method whereby he reached his conclusions,

The writer 'showed how excellenoe and retardation are influenced by the
cultural factors, the parents' cultural standard, the circumstances
prevailing at home, the number of rooms in the house, thp,economic
factors, the pamily's,monthly salary, the health factors,`' the sample's
friends and /he number of friends the sample has.

The conclusions reached by the writer from his field study is that
excellence is the outcome of comfortable conditions at home, high
educational standard of parents, high family income, good health of
the pupil, established social relationships'and maintenance of:friend-
ship0.

EXPRESSION - TEACIIINO mmorp - IRAQ
4

100. Abdul Meguid, Wajdah, "Al-Ta'beer", '(Expression), "Al-Mu'allim
Al-Jadid", (The New Teacher), Iraq, VOL 38, Issue No. 2, (1976),
pp. 82-89.,

After explaining the place of expression among the various branches
of languages and enumerating the aims sought from the teaching of
expression,and the types of literary expression, the writer'listed the
method of training on verbal expreseton and described the most important
shapes of written` expression.
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AecoTding to the writer, training on expression Should be Organited
in three sessions corresponaing to the sessions of study in Schools.

The first session includes the first two years of Study, in which
children are trained to-express themselves. The writer described
the various training methods which are beneficial in this stage:

1

In the second session; which includes the two subsequent years, children
are trained on written in addition to verbal expression.

Verbal expression (conversation) and written composition are the
. subject of. training in the third session.

FACULTIES AND UNIVERSITIES

Administration and Organization - Arab Countries

101. Al-Borollossy, Abdul Wahhab, "Al-Ittijahat Al-Nadithah Wal-
Tajarub Al-Mutasirah-fil-Idarah Wi-Tanzeem Al-Jami'i Wal-1Aaii".,
(Mode Trends and Contemporary Experiments in the Adminietration and
Organ ation of University and Higher Education), Cairo,' Association of
Uhive ities, 1976, 17 p.

- Paper presented to the third General Conference on University
Organization; Set-up and Administration, Baghdad, November 21-27, 1976.

This Paper falls into three parts.

; -

Part 1 deals with the impact of post-World War, II politica and social
-changes on educational democracy, on the scientific and to ological

progress and on international and regional relationships e fields

of university education.

The second part deals with the trends-of university and higher

educational changes as to their quantitative development.

Part 3 explains the modern trends in\organization and administration

which deal with unity in university-organization, independence of
universiVes, participation in iuniversity administration, decision
making, elevating the standard k)f administration and the need for
training university leaderships.



102. Hamimi, Ibrahim, "Al-Hayakel Al -Tanzimiyyah
At -eArabiyt:::, (The Organizational Set-up of Arab'Universitieal
Cairo, See riat-Generea of the Association of Arab Univ ities,
1976. 35 pages.'

- Paper presented to the Third General Conference on University
Organization; Set-up and Administration, Baghdad, Nov ber 21-27,
1976. .

The aims of this paper are set forth in its introduction, following
which an explanation is given of the increased numher of students
enrolled, in some Arab universities, such as Cat. Aloi 'Ain Shams and

,.._ Alexandria Universities in Egypt,

4
After indicating the State's role in managing and directing universities,
the writer described the functions of the various Councils Which
administer universities froth the level of the central management.of
universities; In this respect he discussed the functions of the
University Council, the Student Affairs Council, the Council of Post -
Graduate Studies and Research, the Professors' Council, the Deans'
Council and the Administrative Council.

The writer then described the constitution and functions of university
councils on the local unit level within the university, discuSaing
in this respect the Faculty's Council and the. Dipartment's Council.

The writer went on to talk on the administrative organization-of
some Arab universities, being the University of Sanaa, the University
of Benghazi, Cairo University's Branch in Khartoum, Baghdad University
sh4 Cairo University.

1Y/

.

. .

review is also made of the significant changes undergone by the
organizational set up of universities, such as Al-Azhar, Cairo, Adexandria,
'Ain Shams, Khartoum, Khartoum Branch of Cairo University, Baghdad,
Assiut, Aleppo, the Jordanian University, Al-Mustansiriyyah, Basrah,
Kuwait, Mosel, Al-Salmaniyyah and the Teachers' Faoulty of Edffation in
Qatar.

Concluding his paper, the a4thor reviewed some of the changes Antroduc4
in the administrative practices of universities during the past five
years and emphasized the importance of getting students to take part in
university Councils and committees.

f
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103. Tewfik, Hassan, "Al-Tanzeem Al-Idari Al-'Arabiyyah",

tThe Administrative Organization of Arab Universities), Cairo, Secretariat-
AssOciation of Arab Univereitpas, 1976. 10 pages.

- Paper presented to the Third General Conference on University
Organization; Set-up and Administration, Baghdad, November 21 -27, 1976.

In his'introduction, the writer explaiped the aims of the integrative

administrative organization and menti6ned ,a het Of principles and

criteria which, in his opinion, should be taken into consideration

at the'time of.working out the university's administrative set-up,.

In this connection, the writer stressed the importance of establishing

executive bodies within universities to take charge of the eiecutive

aspects of ihe university's activities, as well as consultative

bodies to undertake research, development devices and drawing up plans

which are suitable for the achievement the desired targets.

'51

The writer emphasized the iiiiportance of decentralization in university

administration, saying that univers ties should enjoy independence

in administering faculties and institutes.

The writer further emphasized-the need for adopting the principle of

delegating authority in order to expedite formalities.

After explaining the technical meaning of certain administratiVe

jobs and stressing that Modern administrative .jobs should be created in

universities, the writer reviewed the modern policies of administration,

with special emphasis on simplification of procedures improvement of

the standard of performance of,university personnel and development of

the financial system

104. Al-Majali, Abdul Salem, "Al-Ittijahat A17'ladithah fil-Idarah
Wal-Tanzeem Al-Jami'i", 'New Trends in University Administration and
Organization), by AbduAeSalam Al-Majali and Hani Abdul Rahman Saleh, Cairo,

Secretariat-General, Association of Arab Universities, 1976, 43 pages,

- Paper presented at the Third General Conference on University
Organiiation; Set-up and Administration, Baghdad, Novembgr 21-27,

1976.

In an introduction -c.0 their paper,-'"the.writers cited administrative
efficiency as being one of the constituents of a modern satiety, naytng
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that all.instltutionvf university education should have consc-iems__
administrative leaderships.

The paper is subsequently divided into four parts.

Part 1 reviews the modern trends in university administration and
organization. After defining the university, the writers talked on
university administration and councils.

The second ohapter is concerned with the Board of Trtistees. It indicates
its functions and constitution, '

A'e Part 3 is devoted7to the President of the University. It describes the
techniCal, human and perceptual skills required in him. The same
chapter deals with the forces which are influentially operative in the
university system, being internal forces emanating from within
the university system itself and external forces emerging from outside.

The academic dean is the concern of the.fourth and last part. It
describes his characteristics, the factors which contributelo his
effectiveness, his responsibilities and the elements of his success

and promotion. A review is also made of the characteristics which
academic deans should in the future possess.

In their conclusion, the writers brought up a set of issues which they
thought would face university eduCation in the future. They urged the
people concerned to give considerable thought to these issues.

A list of bibliographical refei'enees'used by the authors whi e preparing
their research is appended thereto.

if

105. Al-Kubaisi, 'Amer, ' Al-Mafaheem Al-Mu'assirah fi Idaret
Al-Jaml'aet Wa-Tatweerih8", (Some Contemporary Concepts on University
Administration and Development), Cairo, Secretariat - General. Association

of Arab Universities, 1976, 12 p*ges.

- Paper presented at the Third General Conference on University'Organiza-

tion; Set-up and Administration, Baghdad, November 21-27, 1976.

Following an introduction in which theyriter showed to what extent

univevittes in developing countries are handicapped in realizing the
task of improving higher educational matters, the writer reviewed some
euggestions and recommendations ndvaneud in the Conference by numerous
scholars on the role of untverstticti In the Arab region and the prospects

their development
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itw.

The writer went on'tr r.,discuss
the concept of the behaviourist school

and to indicate to t extent ii has benefitted by the methods utilized
. .

in natural sciences

Discussing the apprOaches of the behaviourist school which could' be
adopted in,analysL6kthe present status of Arab universities: the writer
talked on the ecovlagical approach which stresses the impact,ofthe
environment and its`- variables on the behaviour of 'universities and
their He also dealt with the systematic approach whibh
presumes that-four basiC elements are a prerequisite for the emergence i

of a univerSity namely, ,the inputs, the outputs, the process'and the of
feed back.

J , 7

Accordthg to'the if*iter's .vonclusions, an Integrative theoretical
fraMework-shouid.bc orked,out for the administration of Arab universities,
whifh consists' of ree;stageS being: administration-according to
'tarts, tarets ru dugh programmes, and programmes through self
ilfrtyrmance, .-

..

. Concluding,his.k& the writer outlined the results obtained through
,..th# utilization' of.thebehavioural-method in analysing the status of
..,,,.. .,

administratidn and-In denoting its future prospects.

.

.,. , .''' Aims - Arab Countries

106. tAagel, Fakher,ThAhdfif Al-Jaml'ah filrWatan'Al-'Arabi Wa-p
Mustaqbaluha%4Aiws and Fnbi17, of Universities In the Arab World).
Cairo, secretariat- General. Association of Arab Universities, 1976.
21 pages.

-,Paper presented at tne1Third General Conference on University
Organization; 'Set-up and Administration. Baghdad, November 21-27, 1q76.

After dealt* in his introduction with the university's task in
propagat1 9g and promotiiv, the scientific spirit and upholding academic
attltndes,. the writer (77ave-an account of Arab universities in the past
and present with special emphasis on the Syrian University and the
justifipktions for oltA estabtIshment_ and existence:

Explainipp: how Rh Arab Hnlveruity should be the writer dealt with the
prOblems'freifi which Arab univrsities arc sufferinv:. s'eh as the
overcrowdednesu of nlasses the problems of curricula ayliabi, teachim
methods and examinatyns and 'the fact that theoretical sub)ects are

p're(orence oVe'r practical,.
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110, went on to explain the
this respect on the promo
cultured young men, the
teach themselves, the add
effqrt, the encouragement
selection of faculty.

main °bleats of a university; talking in
ton of the academie spirit, the graduation of
ining of the educated men on how to
listration of the university by its own self
ofecademie research work and the good

On the role'Arab universities are expected to play in our 1bdern Arab
society, the writer said 6that-unflversitieS sh4Old endeavOur to
modernize soelety,.perpetuaie educatioq., develop tural'regioneand
step up produc4on.

An outline of #le paper is given at its end.

4

.A1-Tal1, Said,, "Mabadi Wa-Ahdif A1-Tct's4emdll-,Jami'i Al -Arabi;,
.

Dirasah Istitla'iyyahlg, (Principles and Aims of Arab University
Education; An Exploratory StUdy.),.Cairo, Sebt'eta4at-Ganeral, Association
of Arab Universities, 1976'68 pages:, ,

- Paper submitted to the Third Conferdhce on University Organization;
Set-up and Administration, Baghda0, November 21!-27,. 1276.

beginning his paper, the writer wrote an introduction on the reasons
which, led to the establishment of educational foUndationfi of all
types and levels and the role of education as e. means fdli,,developmbnt

.

and progress

The Writer,thenireviewed the history and deVelopment of university
educatiOn'since old ages, and until' today. He described, the initial
characteristics of university education which are stfil reflected in
institutions of university education in our contemporary world.

- ,

He'went.on to explain the princiPles and ailris of contemporary university
,education in Westerri culture snowing to what extent such aims may be
made use of in develOptnge'mission of:Arab'unfvetsity education .

Reviewing the presentq!tatvs'pf University.educationin the Arab World,
the, *miter defined ito.posierve and passive 'aspects and described the
circumstances of the ;0colt6erporary Arab sodiety, &lowing what clpanges
and development,education4ls eXpacted to lijethe society.V

Nw.

An explanation of the status, of Arab universit,Teducation followed.

0
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Concluding hts paper, the writer.reviewed the aims of Arab university
education a.S.Visualised by him, both on an indigenous level and on
a pan-Arab and human level.

A list of reference books in Arabic and foreign language is appended
to the paper

u.

Educational Statistics - In Iraq

108, Basrah, Basrah University, "Al-Dahl Al-Iheaei Al-Sranawi".
(Anual Statistical ;Guide), Basrah University, 1975-1976, Baarah, 1976
75 tables..

,
. .

A review is made in the Document's introduction Of the developments
undergdhe by Basrah Untversity eversince it was established and until
the year 1975/76."

The text.of the Document itself is divisded into nine-parte comprising
75 statistical tables and charts.

4)

Part 1 consists of eight statistical table's demonstrating the extent
of progress of higher education.in'Iraq.between 1969/76 and 1974/75.

The tables and charts contained in Part 2 indicate the developMents in
the number of students registered in the various faculties of Basrah
UniVersity and the rate of admission in each faculty.

'Part 3 is concerned with the studehts actuOtly enrolled in the
UniVersity. The pertinent tables are divcded.according to sex and
nationality as distributed over the various faculties.

The tables of Part 4 contain Statistics On post-graduate's uderita
the University, showing the number ot admitted students an those
actually attending courses as well as. the developments in their.
numbers.

Thefifth part presents statistical tables on the number of graduates per
each 'faculty from 1967/68 to 304/75 and the gross number of graduates'

a from the University `as a whole from 1967:63 to V97415.

Part 6 reviews the deVelopments in the number of students in the
'University dormitory.
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The seventh and eighth parts show the progress in the number of
faculty and other administrative employees divided according to
UniVersity faculties.

The ninth and last part consists of miscellaneous statistics on the
number of-books and periodicals and the book-borrowing movement in
the University library an wet as the activities of the Directorate
of Youth Care on university 1 vel and on the level of each separate
faculty.

In Jordan
, .

109. "Al-Jamitth Al-Urduniyyah; Tarikhuha Wa-Kulliyyatuha", "line .

Jordanian University; Its History and Faculties", "Majallat
Al-Ijtima'iyyah",,(Magazine of Social Sciences), kOwftit, 4th year:
Issue No. 2, (July 1976), pp. 143-150.

Air

An account is given of the Jordanian University ever since.it was
established-in 1962. The numbers.of its students and teaching staff,
at the time of its foundation4wei,e giVen and a review was made of
the developments undergone bye University. since its foundation and
until the year 1975/76 as to student body, .professors, system of
education, increased number. of faculties and the University Library.

Each of the University's nine faculties is dealt with separately.
Their departments'are.named their dates of establiahment'are mentioned,
the degrees offered are listed. and the growth in the number of their
students and Professors is recorded.

The University's role in qualifying its students to "work collectively
and think independently is elaborated.

4,

'GEOGRAPHY - Ti SUDAN
It

Al-Htissain, Abdul Wahhab, "Dawr Al-Jughrafia fil-Tanmiyah fil-
Watan Al-!Arabi 'Ammatan bra -fil7Sudan Khaksatan", (The Role of
.Geography in the Development of .the Arab atherland. in:General and'in
th:47Sudan inParticular), "Al-Tawtheen Al-Tarbawi",-Educational
Documentation), The! Sudan; 9th.year, Issue No. '37. *(June 1976);
PP. 19-24.



ifter emphasising the importance of geography and identifying the
geographiet, the writer dealt with development and explained its
meaning.

He gave a definition of economic development in general, with.a special
emphasis on the economic development in the Arab Fatherland in 40,

particular.

Concluding his article, the writer discussed the Sudan's economic
development, mentioning the Sudanese industries which use local metals.

GUIDANCE 1a SAUDI ARABIA

111. Saudi Arabia, Ministry of Education. Centre of Statistical
Data and Educational Documentation, Section of Educational Documeni4tion,
"141)Kat Nazar hawla Al-Tawjeeh",. `A Point of View on Guidance),
Riyadh, 1976, 12 stencil pages.

At the beginning of this document, the Writer showed the importance
of guidance and counselling to youth, showing how guidance, is
related to the socieWs discipline and punishment.

Dealing with the principles and different meanings of guidance, the
writer said that experience is the .rich source of any guidance,

Referring to the relation between education and guidance: the
writer,mentioned the process of change which takes place within
the individual as a result ofeducktion

Pointibg to the relation between teaching and the process of change,.
the writer described the roleof the teacher who is regarded, in the
modernWtheories of education, the most effective element in the
teaching pfooess.

As regards .the rely ion between education and the society, the
writer describedt efforts deployed by guidance:to eduCate individuals,.
Showing the relation between guidance on the one hand and discipline
and punishment-on the other.

.

The writer went on to point out the fundamental services rendered by
the school and how they reate.to the aims, problems and requirements.
of guidance, showing the imptartance of applying technology to the
technical methods of guidance:
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tie ep hie study reiterating the importance of gdance, and
counselling in helpint,; individuals.

HIGHER EDUCATION

In Arab Countries

112. Sadek, Haagen, "Al-Ta'leem Al-sAali Al-Aamiyah",

(igher Education in Developing Coun ea), Cairo. Secietarilit-General

_Aesociation of Arab Universities 19 7 ga.

Paper submitted to the Third General)Con rence on University

grOanization; Set-up and Administration; paiIdad Hovember'21-27, 197e,

Followilv an introduction dealilv with the iMpact ofceducation on the

economic and social development, the writer indicated the need for
reconsideringithe systems of education in order to correspond to job'
claasifieations. and employment opporty;fities. J1 also emphasized the

need for. directing more attention to pre-university education.

Dealing with the problem of the'over-increasini; number ofttudents
admitted in universities the writer sl.:zgested methods whereby the,

number of students admitted in universities may be checked.

The writer called for.the cr4ttion of local university centres in

the various Governorates to enanPoyhat university services reach eac

citizen. (

'EAplaining the aiMs of the UNESCO-financed project the writer said
this project contemplates the creation of a centre for higher studies.

and researeh in Aleze.ndria Uni,yersity

etilidy, the writer underlined cooperative efforts in establish

ing and devitlePing.regional research centres in developing countries.

In Dbmocratic Yemen

113. Zain, Mohamed Ja'far "Al-Falaafah Al-.Aammah

AI-Jami'i" (The General Philosophy of University EdOcation)e "Al-
Tarbiyah Al-Jadidah", (New Education), !People's Democratic Yemen)

2nd year, Vol77,77:Sept. On). pp. e8-c)9.

4
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The generalphilosoPhy of university education in democratic Yemen is
'

reviewed by the writer from the point of view of our fundamerital

principles.

The first prificiple oalls for linking knowl dge and learning to

the aooiety and to the actual and material cbbnditiona of edonomic

life, wittVan indication of how this relates to the aims Bought

-from thstatabliahment of a university.

'The second principle deals with linkin; higher education and its

machineries to the countrys economic and social development
planahe outcome of this policy, the writer added is to determine the.

Society's economic structure and to qualify its machineries accordingly.

Here, he mentions the responsibility of the Ministry of Planning

Aa regards the third principle, the writer indicated the importance

of linking scientifiC and theoretical knowledge to practical problems

saying that universities are held responsible for arming their

machineries with theoretical and practical ideas derlied from the

facts of life. Training hi all fields is necessary for7balizing

such qualification, he added

.The fourth principle is confined to the cpation an intel5rative'.

nationalist Yemeni personality. It is thereToreimpOrtolit to give

adeqUate training to university students in order to crate strong 4:

generations capable of defending .the Yemeni revolution The practical

atepa for implementingstlds fourth principle are explained in

114. "Al-' sleem Al-'

the Liecond.5-YearPlai
Documentation),-Saudi

'7,1.udi Arabia

Aali Al-Khuttah

van", 'Higher Education in the SeCono.

"11-7.'"-Tarbawi" magazine (Educational

Arabia, ioli 1976), pp 36-43.

The article began with a review of the aims and policies of Riyadh

UniNiersity'during the years under disiossion and the programmes and

projects' contemplated for thei second year of thi 5-Year Plan.

The article then deals with King Abdul 'Aziz University, showing

the aims envisaged and the methods to-be adopted during the second

year of the Plan for the realization of these aima. -
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A review is also made of the aims, policies andprojetts of the
University .of Petroleum and Miners, the Faculty of Girls, the Islamic
University and the Islamic University of rmam Mohammed Ibn Saud during

the Plan's second year..

HISTORY

.
.

,

Teaching in the Secondary Schools of Kuwait

115, Saadah, Youssef Ja4fir Mohamed Reda, "Istikhaam Al-Qi.raat t;
Al-Kharijiyyah.fi'Tadrees Al-Tarikh Lit -Saff Al-Awwal Al-Thanawi
Bil-Kuwait", ?Use of Outside Readinrys in Teaching. History to the First

Year Secondary-Multait4 Cairo, Department of Curricula, Vamilty,of

!duos it Onlihametfraversity, 1976, 265..Pages

- Dissertation -submitted to the Department of Curricula of the Faculty
of Education, Ain Shama University, for obtaining the degree of

M,A, in Education.

This dissertation'ilis divided into seven chapters.

Chapter 1 states the problem under discusaidn, indicates its proportions

and explaiiiiithemethod o research adopted to study this important

problem.

1

The Second chapter deals with the functions of outside readings in

he'teaching of history, while Chapter 3 indicates the extent to

which a teacher may use outside readings in teaching history to the

first year secondarY pupils in Kuwait. A review is made of a questionnaire

conducted by the author to gather the necessary data, outlining the

results obtained fr9m the questionnaire.
.

In Chapter 4, the writer dealt-With the sources of outside readings

in the school litrary, stressing the importance of school libraries and

phowing their and functions,hwhether to the pupil or to the teacher

,A review is also made of the present system of school libraries in

Kuwait and the handiaaps experienced therein,

The fifth chapter deals with the criterion used in the teaching of
hl.stOry and the method-in which it is applied.. In the same chapter,

the airs of the curriculum of history. are explained together with the

characteristics of growth among students in the secondary stage with

an indication of the educational, posaibillties:available in Kuwait
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Chapter 6 deals with experimental studi:ea and with an analysis of the

yesults.

The seventh and last chapter contains the wri r's proposals and

recommendations which deal,yith curricula; aim history'teacher

technical supervision, teaching methods, text books school libraries;

examinations and school administrationf

A list of Arabic and foreign references consulted by the writer-as

well as two append ces containing the-questionnaire and the observation

cheat are appended t' the dissertation

r

AV

Al-'AWadi Abd 1 Latif Moha6ed Saleh "Istikhdam AlMasadir

Al- Aaliyyah Ka-adkhal Li-Ttdrees Al-Tartkh Bil-Saff Al-Thalith min

Al-Thanawiyyah fil-Kuwait" 'Utilizaton of Firstand

Sources as an Introduction t,o story Teaching to Pupils of the Third

TomurSecOndirifiLli7UwaitI Cairo. Department of Curricula, Faculty of

771a1177177n7WiTilversity, 1976. 37 pages plus appendices

- Dissertation submitted to the Department of Curricula' faculty. of

Education, 'Ain Shams University, for obtaining the degree of M.A. in

Education.
. o,..,

This dissertation is divided into six chapters the first which

stresses the importance of the topic under .9.scuSeion. nes-the

problem, snows its proportions and-4eatribes, the Steps en to .

discuss it:
?_,Ji

..

Chapter 2 deals with the nature and meaning of history and reviews the

different opinions on the meaning of history, indicat.ng the aims sought

1-4 by teaching history as a school subject.
,

The third chapter urges use of first-hand sources in history .teaching

showing how such sources are made use of

Chapter 4 describes the questLonnaire and bbsereation card prepared

by the author to gather his data. reviewed the results obtained and

analysed the outcome of his observation cards

In the fifth chapter .

the-writer described the.metuod of using first-hand

material in history teachin,iving the causes for the failure to (uSe

first hand material. The writer defined the ai!A3 contemplated by the

histor,currelluv and .showed how such aiu6 is served through use of
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first hand material e alacyleacribed the chsflicteriatica of secondary

qehool pupila. :..;,
,

L.

The Sixth and last chapter ia'devoted by the author to a description

of the experiment hehad undertaken to prove the -importance of flirt

r
hand material in teaphing history to ird year secondary pupils in

Kuwait. In this chapter .he revlewe the topic choaenifor-his experiment,

being, the Crusade Wart, or the foreifn invas0f)n of the Arab Fatherland

The writer's suggestions. and repommendat_ons as concluded from his ,

'Study dealt with the aim of history teaching_ t.ie teacheiva role in
.

attaining such aim, the teaching.method conducive to such aim and the
role of the school library, technical guidance and text books in serving
the aims of history.

Enclinf?, this chapter the writer reviewed set of Arabic and foreign
language. books which he consulted in the course of preparing his dieserta-
tion.

Teaching Methods Jordan

ib, Na "Turuci TArees Al-Tarikh", Methods of Teaching

;iistory),, "Risalat u'alliHY':"Jordan) 19th yelr Issue No. 4

'October-December pp 22-25

11'1.L

At the beginning of her- article., the-writer reviewed the traditional

method of teachinghistory in schools and"pointed to the shortcominga

of this method. Sh6"then moved to tile,moderneducatonal methods and

text boat, saying they a llow.-for a lively participationc'on the part

of students. The text book, she. added is a vital means:in the educational
process. Se pointed,to basic 'points ;Cid, need to be tiken into

consideration at the time, of writing' text books.

The writer went on to say that the new trend in some countries is to

stndy history on the bass of the origial texts, She hinted to the
possibility of .incorporating; such material,in the text abooks.

Possibilites of making Ise of pictures and audio-visual devices
in-the teaching of history were 'considered'by-the writer who also dealt

withillapa and atlases and' is icated the major role they play in the

study of histary. I

p
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The writer described the various types of maps and showed the advantagea

of each, distinguishing between a geographical atlas and a historical

one

TJO( iEWORK - JORDAN.

118. lJbaidat Zawqan, "Al-WajibeI Al-Adrasiyyah Dirasah Maidaniyyah"
(roijlework; A Field

Itudy)
"Hisalai'Al-Nu'allim" 'Teacher's Mission)

Jordan, 19th year, ssue 4o. k 'October-December 197A pp. 11-16.

At, 'the beginning of his study, the writer indicated the importance of

homework and showed its functions and aims and the advantages which

boy and girl students in the prlmary and.preOaratory stages reap from

it. 4

Referring to the questionnaire conducted by the writer, the writer said
23 questions were contained in the questionnaire sneetdealing with the

importance of homework, its appropriate volume and the penalties to

which pupils failing to do their homework are exposed.

The writer went on to des /gibe the sample chosen for collecting the

nece6sary data Contained An the questionnaire sheets showthZ how

he chose it and the method used to draw the pertinent 'conclusions from

the duly filled questionnaire sheets

Regarding the c;eneral'ttitude to homewo.rk as revealed by his Bury

the writer'showed the degree of interest .n homeworkon the part o

teachers and parents he also showed how homework helps the pupils
themselves in assi.lilating and learnin?, their lessons

The study undertaker by the autnor revealed th len:;th of time. spent

by pupils on their:ipmework and rowed their ude to the volue of

ho;aeviork they are:expected to

On the subject of penalties whfch eachers pans against

to.do theirlIpmework the writer mentioned 4 variety of

punishments to which/teachers resor,.

Last W',f the writer mentioned soi7.e passive aspects of homework, saying

tire. t ,haaework as is practiced today is often misused. He ,drew a //

comparison between the attitude of pupils An the primary'stage and

that of preparatory stage pupils as rer,,ardshomework. N)
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INCEITIVES - APAB-COTITRIES
.

119. 'Abdul.)41z Wes-Shakhslyyat Al-Ummi°

(TencentivuLand the Illiterate's Personality) :Eagndad Conference on
the. CompuillbrylEradication of Illiteracy Baghdad May 8-15, 1976;
°Conference'a Activities and pecommendatipe Baghdad Directorate-.
General of *Educational Planning ,Ministry of Educatl.on 197t'i, pp 301-314

The aim of t,lis stAy is.stated in its introduction which reviews
the /*tee of illiteracy in. the world and in Arab oountries and
cites the percentage of illiteracy in some Arab countries to prove

its zrowth

After reviewing the forts exerted 1by the U.IFSCO end the United
Nationsin th)_srespect, the writer gave example to show the volume
of the problem of illiteracy and to what extent it is difficult.

According to the writer illiteracy is alwaye linked to backwardness.

the writer, describes the characteristics of. an illiterate .and:shows
in ,what respects an educate(fl individ4al is superior,

The writer went on to relate the advantages of education, mentioning
the reasons for the failure of the attempts to Wipe out illiteracy and
saying that in one experiment centres of literacy campaigns were
re-named schools in order to encourage illiterates to' join them.

Guarantees for successful literacy campaigns were eiumerated by the
writer. These included the existence of some drives a motives

the waging of an overall national campaign the rewarding of educated
young en who take part in literacy campaigns' and the linking of education

to man's basic needs.

An outline of the maLn p)ints elaborated in the article is given as

a conclusion.

KI tIDERGAR QATAR

.

.120. SIsbib, :laaa 'Wazayif Al-Ta iyan,qabla Al-Madrasah°. The

Pre-SOaool Fulletios of Educat:.on) "Al-TarbLyan" 'EdueatLon), Qatar

Issue no, 1(,'Ju7.y r7E) PP .4111,41
.

i
'raving stated the aims of pre-school education the writer mentioned

. the reaponsibilit3.es.prir ipaIly bor'i by the kiade 'rarten in prcvLding

children with socti al care
4
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The writer reviewed some of the problems encountered y the kindergarten
showinz how.they coAld be treated from an educat-Lon point of view
She alsdishowed hiat:ghildren's attitudes towards th society are developed
through i.nvolvIng them 01 actLvittes which prepare them to face'life
In this connection theiffiter dealt-with children's linguistic
association with adults and with other ciIdren,. children'sbehavid,Ir
in a 'group and t,le role of play in the life of children .

Concluding her article the writer dealt with the system of self-serviCe
as compared to the cooperative method sayin' t'-,at the latter method

helps childrentp develop t:teir social relat.onships -

IATIGUAGE - EVALUATION TIT ARAB CbtINTRICS

/121, "Tay:iihat 'Li-Tanmiyat Al-Oudrat Al-Lughawiyyah khilal Thdrees.

Al-T..,ughah A1=Umm Wal-'41we(dd Al-Dirasiyyah Al-UkAla" 'Directives'for

Developin'Linguistic,Abilities in the Course of TeachLng the rother

Tongue and other Sehobl Sub7eets), "Al-Tarbiyah Al-Tadidan", 'New

Education) , Yemen''2nd year Tssue To- 4 'March 197")).

. .

The introduction to-this article explained the meaning of mother
:tongue.and-mentioned the steps to be taken for realizing the al,ds of

the educational process. soe direct..ves in this respect to
teachers of the first four ye rs of the elementary stae in particular.

11p,wing wsoe recrar a general nature on lftnl!uae development in

eTlower classes ter showed Hciw linguistic abp_ities may be

.developed while `the r lanuage is bein:,; taugiit.

The, writer went on to enumerate the vario,ls points Lnvolved in developing
linguietic abilitieS in the other branches of strfdy- such as ,natural

et-sciehces. reading,.polytechnLcs fine arts and art education indicating

-the points to be taken into Consideration in exercises of vocilbulary,

The writer .also discussed the targets and aims of language, development

and .ittensifIcatJon of linistic abilit:es in the lessons of

mathematics polytechnics physical educatLon and drawing in the'

.first year primary.

Ending his article. the writer s, rveyed school sublects from the

point of -view of lin,;uistLc abilit,es in the second, third and406urth

,;year. primary,



Y.

LEISMIE TIME IN QATAR

122. KamaLtdin, Jalil, "Al-Farag Wal-Waqi' Al-Tullabi", 'Leisure

Time and Pupils" Conditions), "A1- rbiyah", 'Education); Qatar: Issue

No. 16, 'July 1976), pp. 20-23. i

Commentingan leisure time and the possible acute consequences
befalling pupils as a result of it. the writer said that the problems

caused by leisure time may be classified in principal economic and

social categories. $evels and classes pith which pupils interact.
Y

'The'writer went on to explain'the degree of acuteness and the various

symptoms of leisure time,, saying they vary according to the different

circumstances and stages of pdpils. He also indicated how this problem

'interacts with thd renoral conditions Prevailing in the country and the

pupils' social and scholastic conditions
.

-.

After defining the problem of leisure time the imiter showed haw, this

time could be exploited in ,a variety of directions. His study of the

roots of t' pis pr.' led him to propose a number of realistic and

well-studied solutions which readily lend themselves to application in Arab

countries through tUdents'cvmmittees, bodies and associations.

In the opinion o the writer, pupils should receive a nationalthe
democratic approach' to education. the concepts of which aresformulated

through scientific planning and Progressive methodology. Theory in

education, he added. should be linked to practical life. Any deficienty

in applicationshould be 'rectified in order to enable pupils to acquire

more -knowled,:e. Sending upas on'trainin7, sessions and panels abroad,

is most beneficial the r writer concluded

1A TNEMATI CS

In Jordan

"Al-Atijahat Al-Hadithah fi- Tadris Al-Riyadiyyat", 'Modern Trends

in the Teaching of Mathematecs)_,_by,the National Pioneering Ti ar br.

Developing Mathematics "Risalat Al-Fu'allim", !Teacher's Mission),

Jordan, 19th Year, Issue No. October-December 1973L Pp, 26-32

The writer reviewed, at the commencement of his article, the reasons-for.

tclangini; the traditional concepts of mathematics, then' evaluated the

old curricula showing 'their shortcomings and deficiencies as 'well. as

4-1z.tose of text books, being the mirror which reflects such curricula,



;'

30 went on to summarize the theory df modern curricula Wiathematica
in a number of pointer, indicating the concepts and akillkwhilch oUr
modern age requires in a pupil.- The Wriiiter further made, a,eUick,review.

of the prevalent trends of mathematics teaching in some dvet neee

countries as well as the projects which are being appli moose

countries.

4

Reviewing the experiment of teaching modern mathematics in,jordan and'
the radical ohangea introduced by the Jordanian National TeAM'ot the

oontanta of school subjects in various clasaes, the writelesEribed
the Steps taken in the secondary star:,e-showing 'how they would serve.
as a basis foi experimenting on modern mathematics teaching intile other
stages. 7fe emphasized the steps taken on the one hand' to improve,text'

,books and pn the other to give careful attention to the process

of teacher training.

In the Sudan

124.. Al-Sirr Ahed.,"Tajrubat Al-RiyadOyat Al-rulassirah,
' fi Marahel.A1-,Teleem Al-'Aamm", /The Experiment of 14odern Mathematics

in the Stagers of General EducitionY, "Al-Tawtheeci Tarbawi", 'Educational
Documentation), Democratic Republic of the Sudan, year, Iseue.

Io. 36,'(Mareh 1976) . pp 19-25,-

Ai en introduction to his article, the Writer said that the curricula .

of mathematics have developed in the 1930'e and their teaching methods

have had Corresponding development in conformity with the.newteaching_

.
methods devised by educational psychology,

On the developmentOf the curricula of mathematics in the various

atar!as of education and the resulting changes introduced on the text

books of mathematics in these stages, the *titer said that the text'

boek'of mathematics for the first year primary has undergone ohangea

and was used in the experimental schools of Bakht Al-Reda and

.'in four other schooli,in Khartoum before. using it in all' Sudanese

schools.

Th6 textbook used in the second year primary invited a commentary
oh the standard- of its lanL7iage on. the part of the writer.

He commented as well on the text booksof other primary years and

showed the relation between their materiel and the established curricula

of mathematics for those-classes.
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